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1. Introduction to Decision Makers
1.1 What is Decision Makers?
Welcome to Decision Makers. Decision Makers is an internet-based simulator for Business Management and
Economics. Decision Makers is a new type of educational experience for both students and teachers. The
simulator enables students to experience real world business decision making processes within a virtual
environment. Decision Makers enables the teacher to individually monitor the progress of each student and
determine the content and complexity of the learning material as well as the behavior of each model.
As an internet-based tool, no installation of proprietary software needed. A standard Internet browser (supporting
a Java runtime environment, eg. Firefox x.x, Internet Explorer x.x or Chrome x.x) is sufficient for both for the
student and the teacher to effectively utilize Decision Makers. A username and password is allocated to each
player (upon registration) to ensure data privacy. The teacher, having a higher permissions level, may intervene in
the simulation process when it is needed (e.g. at the end of a quarter and/or semester).
Decision Makers simulates real-life market behavior. Thus, any decision and action taken by any participant
immediately affects her/his opponents, as in the real-world. However, the teacher may change and control
simulation features in order to adjust it to the class’ requirements and level(s).

Who may use the simulator and for what purpose?
Decision Makers may be used by several types of users for many purposes. Business management and Economics
faculties could use Decision Makers as a teaching tool in interdisciplinary courses (mainly at the final stage of
course). As such, the tool may help simulate a complete business game and/or many well known models such as
production and marketing, inventory management, production chain management, human resources
development, knowledge development, finance and cash flow.
Advanced modules of Decision Makers enable the teacher to include within the simulation subjects such export,
B2B, services, technology transfer and intellectual property development and trading.
Advanced versions of the simulator include subjects as income distribution, externalities, environmental pollution
and control, utilization of natural resources (renewable and non-renewable), capital markets and tax issues.
Organizations may use Decision Makers to train new managers and/or to evaluate their decision making processes
while under pressure and in a controlled environment.
A more simplified version of Decision Makers may be used by high schools as part of the economics curriculum.
Decision Makers enables participants to build case studies specifically tailored for educational purposes. It also
enables the teacher to monitor, online or off-line, how students attain the solution and to evaluate their learning
curve and skills.
Comments, reporting of software bugs and suggestions are welcome at the simulator website:
http://www.decisionmakers.biz
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Welcome Aboard to Decision Makers
1.2 Background Story
The “Green State” is located east of the “Blue Sea”. Only recently was its economy opened to foreign investors
and entrepreneurs. Your mission (if you choose to accept it) is to design, establish and run a production and
marketing firm in the Green State. To that end, you must study, learn and implement the rules of the trading
environment in the Green State. Most of the information you need for this purpose is included in this user manual.
Additional information and experience can be gained by operating the simulation. It is important to note that the
business environment of the Green State is very dynamic. Thus, past market conditions don't necessarily indicate
what is will be in the future.
In any situation of ambiguity regarding simulation rules you are kindly requested to post a question in the
simulator’s website or consult your game’s moderator. It is recommended NOT to automatically apply real life
experience in order to resolve such situations.
The Green State is divided into four regions:





Area No. 1, North: Mainly comprised of low mountains and this is where the water source of the Green
State can be found.
Area No. 2, East: Mainly high mountains with agricultural towns and villages.
Area No. 3, South: Mainly desert with low population density.
Area No. 4, West: Located on the seashore of the Blue Sea, where most population located.

The currency of the Green State is the Zuz (marked with zz). When trading between the Green State and other
countries, the exchange rate between the Zuz and other currencies will be published.
Population density within the regions is different as are consumption habits, income distribution and preferences
regarding the products your firm produces and market. These differences affect demand and labor supply. As an
example, hourly wage rates that are considered reasonable for an engineer in one region may be lower in another.
Population size is not fixed. Natural growth as well and other factors such as average salary and pollution may
cause these numbers to change.
Additionally, demand is strongly affected by seasonality. North and West regions are affected more by this
phenomenon since they are areas frequented by tourists.
The firm you will establish will produce Anti-Insects Powder. The product has two versions; household (called
Product 1), only used indoors and by households. Outdoor version used in open fields, yards and public buildings
(called Product 2). Each of the products has its specifications and its customers in various regions have different
preferences about these products. Generally, over time, customers tend to prefer better products with a lower
price ! One of the tasks the firm must to accomplish is to adapt its products to the customers’ needs.
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Location of the firm should be in one of the four regions. This decision regarding location is irreversible and once a
decision has been made it is fixed for the rest of the simulation. The additional decisions that should be made by
the firm are regarding:
1. Production technology. There are three options:
a. labor intensive
b. capital intensive, or
c. a combination of the above
2. Automation level. The options are:
a. manual
b. semi automatic
c. fully automatic
Decisions about technology and automation levels are reversible (with relevant costs and time lag for
adjustments taken into account). It is worthwhile noting that the location decision should affect the decision
regarding technology and automation. For example, if the decision is to locate of the firm in a region where
human resources are scarce due consideration should be given to fullly automating and constructing in a
capital intensive manner. During the simulation, relevant information is supplied to the firm in the event that a
change in the technology or automation is required. It is the role of the management to make a decision about
these changes.

1.3 Simulation Course
To use Decision Makers one needs to log into a web domain. Each class has it own domain. Each domain has a
domain manager. The domain manager (using a password with special privileges) is able to block users, for
example. S/he can also, based upon data analysis, rank other players’ performances relative to profitability,
stability or any other criteria. The domain manager may also set global parameters such as interest rate, demand
elasticity or any other parameters which affect the model’s behavior.
The simulation time units are virtual quarters. In each quarter there are 90 production days. In each day, there are
three shifts. All calculations that appear in this manual are relevant to one shift (unless stated otherwise). Scaling
up of single shift quantities to complete quarters should be done by the user.
Actual time is allocated for playing a quarter is set by the domain manager in the Quarters and Sessions screen
(see section 3.4). The domain manager sets the end point of each quarter. This length of time may be several
minutes, hours or days and may vary from one quarter another. During this period of time between now and the
end point of the quarter in actual time, when the status of the simulation is defined as “Students Simulation”, the
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users may change their decisions and run simulations. After each run, they are informed about the new market
conditions with a new set of reports (financial and managerial). The domain manager can control the amount of
simulations, for example s/he may set a limit on the total number of simulations, total time of simulations or
charge to each firm (in the currency - Zuz)on an individual basis or based upon the number of simulations.
Once the end-point of a quarter (based upon the clock in the server) has been reached the simulation status is
turned into “Teacher Simulation”. It now the duty of the domain manager to run a simulation (which runs all firm
decisions simultaneously) and generate a new market situation. After that, the domain manager advances the
simulation time to the next virtual quarter allowing players to once again start making their decisions and
simulations. It is needless to say that the domain manager has full control over the simulation time and s/he may
also go back in time or make any change needed to the quarter’s tables.
Each report (graph) generated by the Decision Makers simulation includes a date (which quarter) and the name of
the player or domain manager who authorized the simulation.

1.4 Target function
The main target of each firm is to achieve Return On Investment (ROI) for its investors. This target should be
accomplished by production and sale of Products 1 and 2 in an optimal way. However, the domain manager may
set different or parallel targets and may define the weight of each goal in the estimation of the overall firm
performance. Examples for additional goals may be the stability of the firm, the amount of pollution generated or
the influence of the firm over income distribution.
Decision Makers offers a set of predefined score functions to evaluate a firm’s performance. In the current
version, this estimation is done manually be the domain manager. The evaluation method should be presented by
the domain manager to the players at the first stage of the simulation.

1.5 Installation
1.5.1 Registration, Access Rights and Login
Decision Makers is an internet based simulator. Only a standard browser is required for interaction with the
simulator server. However, the browser should support Java runtime environment. The required version is JVM
version 1.5 and higher. The Java plug-in is distributed free of charge by Sun Microsystems and may be downloaded
from the simulator web site as well as with the procedure described below.
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In the simulator website www.decisionmakers.biz . Please find a screenshot of the browse to the demo page
below.

Figure 1.5.1: Demo page of the Decision Makers’ website
Step 1: click the word ‘download’ and it will take you to the Sun download page to download the Java
environment.

Figure 1.5.2: Sun Microsystems Java Download Page
Step 2: Select the on-line Windows installation (first link) and follow the instructions. Please select all default
selections for the installation. Installation should take only a few minutes. Once it has successfully completed you
may move to the next step of lunching the simulator.
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Launching the simulator: In order to login, you will receive a domain name, User Name and Password from your
domain manager. Please note that these user name and password are valid only for you domain of the Decision
Makers you institution has been purchased.
To access your domain, type the following in the web browser: www.decisionmakers.biz/AAAAA where AAAAA is
the domain name provided to you by your teacher. After a few seconds the screen shown in figure 1.5.3 will
appear.

Figure 1.5.3: Decision Makers Log-in screen for the simulator
This is the login screen. Alternatively, for learning purposes any user may login into the Demo domain. In this
domain, a valid user name is Demox, where x may be a number between 1 and 6. Password is Demo. The Demo
domain enables users to become familiar with the simulator without actually purchasing a commercial license.
However, any saved data in this domain is meaningless since many users may use the same user name and
password.
The simulator utilizes the status line of the browser in order to display information to the user. Starting with
version 7.x of Microsoft Internet Explorer and higher in order to display the status line of the browser the user
should follow this procedure:
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From the main menu of Internet Explorer (IE) select the Tools drop down menu and Options within the drop down
menu.
Go to the security Tab and select ‘Custom Level’. Change the setup, as displayed in figure 1.5.4 in order to instruct
IE to display the status line.

Figure 1.5.4: Setting the Status Line Display State in the Browser
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Checking for Available Memory
Under regular conditions, the Decision Makers applet needs between 100-130 bytes of memory. Thus,
standard working station with 512 MB memory should load and run the simulator without any issues.
However, many browsers load into memory add-ons such as Google toolbar, Symantec and other
software that need memory. The Decision Makers applet examines the amount of free memory. When
this value goes below the minimum level the user receives a notice. In such a case, the user should close
any non-related application or modules or re-boot the system.

1.5.2 Conditions for Running Simulations
Users may perform simulation under the following conditions:
 The simulator is in a “student simulation” status
 If the Domain Manager has a defined windows time for simulation sessions the server time is in one of
those windows
Whenever it is possible to run simulations the buttons Run, Save and Copy in the simulation or decision screens
are available and not grayed out.

1.5.3 Multi-User Access (from a single firm)
The framework of Decision Makers is based upon the idea that several players act as a team in operating a firm.
Each player has their own username, but after logging in the users are identified as members of the same firm.
This enables the teacher to track each player individually and the group as a team.
The Decision Makers simulator supports simultaneous access of several players from the same firm to the
simulator. This means that two or more players from the same group may launch the simulator and run
simulation(s) at the same time using the same data. However, only one of these users will update the server with
her/his decisions being the team’s decisions. In the log-in screen under the username and password fields there is
a check box entitled “Enable Server Update”. The last user from each group that will login to the server with this
field checked on is the one whose decisions will update the server. Other users who run simulations in parallel will
receive a notice (see example below in figure 1.5.5) indicating that their decisions and results are not updating the
server but rather another one of their team members decisions are updating the server.

Figure 1.5.5: Notice for non-active user during simulation
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1.5.4 On-line and Off-line Simulations.
Users of Decision Makers may run simulations On-line and/or Off-line
On-Line Simulation
When running an On-Line simulation, prior to running the simulation, the decisions of all other groups will have
been updated. Thus, any change that has been submitted by other players even few seconds prior to the user
starting the simulation may affect the results of her/his simulation. On-line simulations may take 2-3 minutes
depending upon the Internet connection.
Off-Line Simulation
When running an off-line simulation, the simulator uses the decisions of the other firms that were used in
previous simulations. Thus, if one of the firms has made a change in its decisions more recently, these changes will
not be taken into account in the off-line simulation. Off-line simulations are much quicker and may take 10-20
seconds to complete. It is clear that, running many off-line simulations increases the risk that the firm is using a
non-updated market status and may lead to incorrect decisions. In the last hour before the end of a quarter, the
simulator does not allow firms to run offline simulations and all simulations are on-line.
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2. Business Environment
This chapter explains the business environment under which your firm will operate. Please note that the economic
situation presented in this chapter is based upon the history of the Green State of the last three years. However,
since a major change has occurred with the introduction of many new entrepreneurs (including your firm) into the
Green State, you may also expect changes in the economy.

General Term
The following table describes several common terms that will be used in the user manual.
Term
Current quarter

Meaning
The current time in terms of a simulation step. Each quarter has a quarter number. The
current quarter ends when as it is defined in the quarter and sessions table.

Previous quarter

The quarter that was prior to the current quarter. The first quarter has no previous
one.

Next quarter

The quarter that will follow the current one.

Simulation status

Has two valid options:
Student: means students are allowed to run simulations.
Teacher: only teacher is allowed to run simulation.

Student run

A simulation that has be done by one of the students. This simulation is only a
prediction for his firm regarding the results that would have been generated if the
teacher would have run a simulation. The prediction is valid only if the simulation was
an on-line simulation.

Teacher run

A simulation run that has been performed by the domain manager and takes into
account data from all the firms. This simulation is the end point of a quarter and its
results are used as a baseline for the next quarter.

Local run

A student run which does not update the server. The results are displayed only on that
student’s screen.

Future bank balance

Prediction regarding the level of cash in the bank at the end of the current quarter.

Simulation results

The results of the simulation as they appear in the results table and in the various
simulator screens.

Valid decisions

The last decisions that were entered by the players of a group and were accepted by
the server.
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2.1 Products
The product your firm is will produce is Anti-Insects Powder. The product has two versions; an indoor version
(called product 1) used by households for exterminating insects inside and an outdoor version, used to
exterminate insects in open spaces, yards and public grounds.
In addition to its price the products have four main characteristics.


Shelf Life – Measured in quarter units and define how long until the product expires. Customers prefer
products with a longer shelf-life. Current technology produces products with a shelf life of two quarters.



Environmental Affects – Measured by the amount of practical the material releases to the environment.
The measurements units are in ppm (parts per million). Current technology produces products with 50
ppm per 1 Kg of powder.



Specific Gravity – Measured in grams and define the weight of the material. Households that buy small
quantities are less concerned with this characteristic. However, customers who buy the outdoor version of
the product are more concerned and prefer to purchase a product which is lighter. Current technology
produces products with specific gravity of 5 g/cm3.



Efficiency – Measured by percentage of insect types that are wiped out by the powder. Customers prefer
a product which is effective against all insect types. The current version can wipe out only 30% of the
known insect types.

The following table summarizes the product’s characteristics and customers’ preferences (current and over time).
Property
Current value
Self Life
2 quarters
Environmental Affects
50 ppm
Specific Gravity
5 g/cm3
Efficiency (% of insect types killed)
30%
Table 2.1: Current products properties (valid for both products).

Customer preference
4-5 quarters
10-15 ppm
1.5 g/cm3
100%

The Quality Index
Customers rank their preferences regarding the products according to their level of satisfaction from the product’s
properties. In the Green State this ranking is call a product’s Quality Index (QI). The QI is a pure number in the
range of -10 to +10. A product that exactly fits a customer’s needed receives a QI of zero. Positive QI means that
the product is above a customer’s expectations. While a negative QI means that customers are dissatisfied with
the product. The weight a customer assigns to each property differs between regions, customers and over time.
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Thus, QI is estimated per region, product and quarter. Information about how customers rank your product is
shown in the simulator’s screen. In order to obtain information about a customer’s preference one should look at
the preference screen as described in section 3.7.1.
It is important to note that a negative QI does not mean that the firm is unable to sell its products. However, in
such a case, the firm should decrease the product’s price to below market levels. On the other hand, when QI is
positive, the firm may see this as an opportunity to raise its product price to the market level, since customers are
generally willing to pay extra for better quality products. How much to decrease the price in case of negative QI
and how much to increase it in case of positive QI should be investigated by the firm’s marketing manager.

2.2 Demographics
The Green State has four regions. Table 2.2 tabulates the number of households and number of retail outlets in
each county.
North
East
Households
600,000
400,000
Retail Outlets
5,800
3,800
Table 2.2: Households and retail outlet by county

South
160,000
1,700

West
900,000
9,500

The term retail outlet refers to shops, drugstores, malls or any location which may sale the firm’s products.
Detailed reference of this marketing channel may be found in section 2.12.
The Bureau of Statistics in the Green State recently conducted a survey regarding how many households are using
Anti-Insects products. The results are summarized in table 2.3.
North
East
User (%)
15%
10%
Table 2.3: Percentage of product users by county

South
12%

West
10%

The growth rate of the population is 2% per quarter. This rate may be affected by the average salary in the county
(relative to other counties) and the county’s pollution level. Information about demographic changes is public
knowledge and distributed free of charge by the Bureau of Statistics.
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2.3 Marketing and Sales Channels
In order to sell its products; the firm may use two sales channels, final customers and retail stores.
Sale to final customers means sale directly to the users of the products (e.g. the households). This type of sale
occurs in the stores of your firm. Your firm has four stores, one in each county. Inventory in these stores is owned
by the firm and is shown in the firm management reports. Prices of products in each store is set by the firm. It is
impossible to ship products back from the regional stores into the firm’s warehouse.
Sale to retail outlets means sale to stores which sell the firm’s products (as well as products of other firms). The
number of retails stores is shown in table 2.2. In order to convince retailers to sale your product, retailers should
receive a discount. This discount, expressed as a percentage of the Suggested Retail Price (as marked in your
regional store) is the revenue of the retailers. The larger the discount rate the higher the number of retailers who
will be willing to sell your firms products. However, the larger the discount, the smaller the revenue your firm will
realize from sales to retail outlets.
Additional interaction between these two channels is related to the fact that the larger the number of customers
who visits the firms regional store, as a result of advertising, for example, the lower is the number of visitors in the
retail outlets.
It is one of the responsibility of the marketing manager of your firm to manage the competition between the two
sale channels.

2.4 Price Level and Demand for Products
The demand for products in the Green State is also county-related. Last year, the Commercial Division of the
Bureau of Statistics of the Green State, conducted a price level survey for the products produced by your firm. The
purpose of this survey was to examine the willingness of customers to pay. The next table summarizes the results
of the survey.

Product 1
Product 2
Product 1 demand elasticity
Product 2 demand elasticity
Table 2.4: Demand and total sales

North

East

South

West

800
445
-1
-1

750
420
-1.1
-1.2

650
410
-1.2
-1.4

850
515
-0.8
-0.7
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Regarding the above table, please note the following:






The survey was conducted in the first quarter, two years ago. It is more than likely that some changes
have occurred since then.
In order to be provided with an annual picture, results should include some seasonality.
Sales quantities are based only upon an estimation and not on financial reports.
Updated results regarding customer’s price point sensitivity are shown in the simulator screen, for
example, in the product/area analysis screen. It more than advisable to pay close attention to this data.
The results of the survey shown in table 2.4 ignore the influence of sales agents and commercial
advertisement.

2.5 Human Resources and Labor Market
For its operation, the firm should recruit five types of employees.






Manager (labeled as MAN)
Engineers (labeled as Eng)
Quality assurance (labeled as QA)
Skilled workers (labeled LT)
Unskilled workers (labeled ST)

Supply of each worker type is county-depended. The tables below show the availability of workers in the North
County. For example; for an hourly rate of 100 (zz) in the North County, the market will supply 22 managers (see
table 2.5a), for an hourly rate of 30 (zz) the supply of non-skilled workers in the North County will be 630 (see
table 2.5e). The supply of each type of worker in each county is shown in the simulator screens based upon the
average hourly rate of the county where the firm is located. In order to adjust the supply curve to the other
counties, the intercept of the estimated curve should be adjusted according to the population size of the county.
The firm may hire any number of employees and of any type. This number may be increased or decreased each
quarter with the following restrictions:
 Only 3 skilled workers may be fired each quarter. Thus, if in the first quarter the firm hired 20 skilled
worked, at the beginning of the second quarter, this number may only be reduced to 17.
 For other types of workers, their number may be reduced by only 50% per quarter. On the other hand,
this limitation also works for the benefit of the firm, that is, this ensures that no more than 50% of the
employees will leave the firm in any given quarter.
 If the number of skilled worked is more that what the firm requires at any given time and this surplus is
not assigned to any shift, the simulator will assign the extra quantity of workers to shift one of product
one automatically.
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Hourly
Rate
50

Supply

75

17

100

22

125

28

150

32

175

38

200

43

225

48

250

53

11

Table 2.5a: Supply of managers, North County. Hourly rate in zz

Hourly
Rate
50

Supply

75

47

100

59

125

72

150

84

175

97

200

109

225

122

250

134

34

Table 2.5b: Supply of engineers, North County. Hourly rate in zz
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Hourly
Rate
20

Supply

40

37

60

51

80

65

100

79

120

93

140

107

160

135

180

134

23

Table 2.5c: Supply of QA, North County. Hourly rate in zz

Hourly
Rate
20

Supply

25

430

30

480

35

530

40

580

45

630

50

680

55

730

60

780

380

Table 2.5d: Supply of skilled workers, North County. Hourly rate in zz
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Hourly
Rate
20

Supply

25

570

30

630

35

690

40

750

45

810

50

870

55

930

60

990

510

Table 2.5d: Supply of un-skilled workers, North County. Hour rate in zz

Please note that the firm should pay extra to workers for working a second and third shift. For hours on shift 2, the
firm pays an extra 25% over what it offers as an hourly rate for the first shift. For the third shift, the hourly rate is
150% more than the basic rate. Only skilled and non-skilled workers are assigned to work second and third shifts.
Other employees work “normal” 9am 5pm hours without being paid an extra rate.
According to the laws of the Green State hourly rates must comply with the “minimal hourly rate policy”. The
following table lists the minimal hourly rate for each employee type.
Employee Type
Minimal Rate
Managers
50
Engineers
40
QA
35
Skilled Workers
30
Un-skilled Workers 25
Table 2.6: Minimum hourly rate
It should also be noted that the hourly rate of skilled workers cannot be reduced between quarters.
The firm’s management is free to offer any hourly rate which it deems appropriate. However, if the bank balance
of the firm is below a debit of 10,000,000 (zz) or if the operational profits/losses is below this level, the Board of
Directors will limit the hourly rate offered to employees. In this case, the hourly rate offered by the firm should be
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less than or equal to the average hourly rate in the Green State plus 5%. This adjustment is done automatically by
the simulator and an update message is shown in the advisor panel.
Changing the number of employees in the firm involves additional costs related to training and compensation.
This cost is a one-time fee and it is per employee. The following table lists these fees.

Employee Type
Training Cost
Engineers
1,000
QA
3,000
Skilled workers
2,000
Un-skilled workers
0
Table 2.7: Hiring and firing costs

Firing Compensation
5,000
4,000
3,000
500

It is also important to note that engineers and QA staff gain experience as they work in the firm. The level of
experience is expressed in the firm’s “Knowledge Index” (see section 2.1). The “Knowledge Index” also influences
the efficiency of the R&D process of product improvement.
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2.6 Production Technology.
The production of each of the products may be based upon one of nine possible technologies. The technologies
are classified by the intensiveness of capital or human resources needed for its operation and by the level of
automation. Technology selection also affects consumption of raw materials and energy during the production
process. The next table summarizes the technology options the firm faces.

Automation Level

Labor intensive
Low level automation
Labor intensive
Medium level automation
Labor intensive
High level automation
Table 2.8: Technology options

Capital & HR Needed
Labor and capital are equal
Low level automation
Labor and capital are equal
Medium level automation
Labor and capital are equal
High level automation

Capital intensive
Low level automation
Capital intensive
Medium level automation
Capital intensive
High level automation

The following graph shows the mathematical form of the production function.

Figure 2.2: Production function for labor intensive and low automation technology
The horizontal axis shows the number of workers (both skilled and un-skilled) assigned to a single machine in a
single shift. The vertical axis shows the number of product units produced by this machine in a single shift
(assuming the machine is a new machine). From figure 2.2 it can be seen that using labor intensive technology
with low automation it is possible to produces 20 units (vertical axis) of product with 40 workers (horizontal axis).
The ratio between a lower amount of workers (i.e. less than 40 workers per machine per shift), and the amount of
units produced is described in figure 2.2 with an “S shaped” curve. In the case of a new machine, this ratio is
described by the blue line in figure 2.2. As the machine ages (based upon the number of hours it is useed), its
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efficiency deteriorates. As a result, the ratio between input (number of workers) and output (units produced)
becomes less efficient. The red line in figure 2.2 shows the production function of a machine which has aged 20%
of its usable working life. As the machines becomes older the gap between the blue and the red line increases.
However, the firm may choose to refurbish the machine by investing in returned capital. By doing so, the firm may
return the machine efficiency back to its initial state. Alternatively, the firm may choose to sell the machine and
buy a new machine.
The difference between the various technologies (as describes in table 2.2), is the ratio between inputs (in term of
workers per shift) and the outputs (amount of product units produced). Where N represents the number of
workers and Q represents the amount of units produced, the following table summarizes the differences between
the technologies.
Labor intensive
Labor and capital are equal
Low automation
N: 40, Q: 20
N: 30, Q: 20
Medium automation
N: 40, Q: 70
N: 30, Q: 70
High automation
N: 40, Q: 150
N: 30, Q: 150
Table 2.9: Inputs and outputs for various production technologies

Capital intensive
N: 20, Q: 20
N: 20, Q: 70
N: 20, Q: 150

Figure 2.2 Refers to the cell of table 2.9 where N=40 and Q=20. In order to draw the production function graph for
other technology options the upper left point of the graph should be adjusted.
Each one of the technologies also has a difference price. The price refers to one new machine. The firm may
purchase several machines for a single production line. However, all the machines in a production line must be
from of same type. The machines in line 1, however, may differ from the machines in line 2.
The next table shows the price of a single machine based upon its technology
Labor intensive
Labor and capital are equal
Low automation
1,500,000
2,500,000
Medium automation
2,750,000
7,500,000
High automation
4,250,000
12,000,000
Table 2.10: Cost of a single a machine by to technology (cost in zz).

Capital intensive
6,000,000
13,000,000
20,000,000

The firm should note that different technologies may be optimal in difference situations. For example, capital
intensive and high automation technology may be preferred when hourly rate is high and the production line is
required to supply high volumes with high qualities. Labor intensive and low automation is preferred when small
quantities are needed and demand fluctuates between quarters and quality should not be so high.
It is important to note that at the initial stage, all technologies produce products with the same properties as
described in section 2.1.
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Supply Chain
An important issue in the production process is the connection between the two products. According to the
available technology, in order to produce 4 units of product a single unit of product 2 is needed as a raw material.
Thus, every unit of product 2 which is produced in production line 2 has two alternatives.



One - a product in the market (see section 1.2).
Two - an input for the production of product 1.

The allocation of products from line 2 as input to line 1 is done automatically by the simulator based upon the
quantities of product 1 produced. In case of an unbalanced production plan (e.g. shortage in product 2), the
simulation adjusts the production plan accordingly and the firm’s management is informed via the advisor.
Important note: The issue of supply chain balance, including affects of other activities such as export and trading
with other firms is described in the section entitled “priorities in product allocation”.
One of the possible situations, is a case in which the firm was unable to recruit all the human resources needed
according to its production plan. In this case, allocation of available human resources will be according to the
following queue:







Shift 1, Product 1
Shift 1, Product 2
Shift 2, Product 1
Shift 2, Product 2
Shift 3, Product 1
Shift 3, Product 2
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2.7 Raw Materials
Both production lines 1 and 2 need raw materials for the production process. Raw material is purchased in the
local market. The firms which produce product 1 and 2 are the only firms which consume this input and thus their
consumption affects the market price of the raw material.
The raw material is supplied by three local suppliers. The following table shows the commercial terms each
supplier offers for its service.
Supplier ID
Fix charge per order Initial price
1
6,000
5
2
5,000
30
3
4,000
60
Table 2.11: Raw material purchasing terms
The initial price is the price for the “first unit” of raw material. As more and more quantities are ordered by all
firms this price increases. The maximum price of raw material is 100 zz per unit. Beyond this price, the local
authorities regulate the price.
The consumption of raw materials is linked to the level of automation in the production line. The peak is the level
of automation; the trough is the consumption of raw materials. The machine’s age also affects the consumption
ratio of raw materials. Older machines consume more raw materials as compared to a newer machines of the
same type. The following table lists the consumption ratios of raw materials as related to automation type.
Automation Level

Units of raw material
Required to produce one
unit of Product 1
1
1.12
2
1.09
3
1.06
Table 2.12: Raw material consumption

Units of raw material
required to produce one
unit of Product 2
0.336
0.327
0.318

The cost of using raw materials is based upon three factors:




The cost of the raw materials itself
The per order cost
The cost of losses due to raw material evaporation

The cost of raw materials is calculated based upon the unit price doubled by the number of units ordered by the
firm.
The cost of orders depends upon the supplier costs and the number of orders submitted by the firm each quarter.
For example, when the firm chooses to submit an order every 10 days, total number of orders during the quarter
will be 9 and the cost of orders is the supplier cost multiplied by 9.
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The evaporation stems from the fact that when the raw material is stored in silos before production it evaporates.
The evaporation rate is about 1% per day. Thus, if the firm purchases its raw materials at the beginning of the
quarter in one large order, a substantial amount of it will evaporate before it will have been able to be used.
Futures Contract for Raw Material
The firm may decide to have a futures contract for purchasing raw materials in order to obtain a fixed price.
Selecting futures contracts locks the price of raw materials for the next quarter at the same level it was in the
current quarter. In order for a futures contract to be valid, the following conditions must be true:




The firm should buy the raw materials from the same supplier in two sequential quarters.
The quantity purchased in the second quarter should be at least 75% of the quantity purchased in the first
quarter.
The price of raw material should be 20 zz per unit or higher.

Details about how to activate the option of a futures raw materials contract can be found in the Raw Material
Screen.
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2.8 Water and Energy Consumption
Additional to the raw materials, the production process also needs water and energy in the form of electricity.
These inputs are supplied by state-owned agencies and not by the free market. The consumption of these inputs is
influenced by the age of equipment and the level of automation. A high level of automation is characterized by
high consumption of electricity and low consumption of water, while a low level of automation behaves the
opposite.
The next table shows the consumption of electricity relative to automation level (per column) and the number of
units produced in a shift (the rows in the table).
Units of
Product
5
10
15
20
25
30
35
40
45
50

Automation
Level 1
1.423
2.276
3.560
5.278
7.429
10.016
13.038
16.497
20.392
24.725

Automation
Level 2
2.565
3.702
5.414
7.704
10.572
14.021
18.051
22.662
27.856
33.633

Automation
Level 3
3.706
5.127
7.267
10.130
13.716
18.026
23.063
28.828
35.320
42.542

Table 2.13: Electricity consumption kW/units
The electricity tariff in The Green State is priced using Tier-pricing mechanism. The following table shows
the prices per shift. The total cost of electricity is shown in the P&L report of the firm and in the detailed
energy report.

Level
Shift
Price (zz)/ kW
1
3
133
2
1
155
3
2
177
Table 2.14: Electricity pricing

Water consumption is also related to automation. However, the higher the automation level, the lower
the water consumption per unit produced. Water price is county based and it is related to water scarcity
in each region. As in the case of electricity, water price is also completely controlled by The Green State.
The following tables show water consumption per production level and water price per county.
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Units of
Product
5
10
15
20
25
30
35
40
45
50

Automation
Level 1
6.50
16.69
29.82
45.18
62.45
81.40
101.89
123.79
147.01
171.45

Automation
Level 2
5.19
11.92
19.95
28.88
38.54
48.83
59.67
71.01
82.80
95.01

Automation
Level 3
4.17
8.56
13.40
18.52
23.86
29.37
35.03
40.82
46.73
52.75

Table 2.15: Water consumption m3/units
County
Water Price
11.94
North
12.93
East
13.95
South
14.92
West
Table 2.16: Water pricing (per m3)

Water m3

As can be seen from the below graph (which is based upon table 2.15 with extrapolation), the difference
in water consumption between the three automation levels is minor. However, as the quantity produced
increases, the advantage of automation at level 3 become substantial.
500
450
400
350
300
250
200
150
100
50
0
0
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60

80
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Units per Shift

Figure 2.3: Graphical view of water consumption per production level.
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2.9 Product quality and customer products ranking
Additionally to price preferences, customers in the Green State also have quality preferences. These quality
preferences are related to the four characteristics of the products (see Section 2.1). Based upon these
characteristics and their preferences, customers rank the firm’s products in a Quality Index Measurement (QIM).
The QIM is a pure number ranging from -10 to +10. The QIM is calculated using the following algorithm; the
difference between the actual and requested value of each of the characteristics (multiplied by its weight) is
summed together. This summation is the QIM of each individual customer. The average of all the customers is the
QIM. Please note that in each county customers have different preferences regarding the product’s characteristics
and each characteristic has a different weight. These preferences also change over time, where customers tend to
ask for better products. The next table shows customers’ preference regarding Product 1 and 2 as they are known
at the initial stage of the simulation.
North
East
South
2
2
2
Shelf Life
50
50
50
Environmental Affects
5
5
5
Specific Gravity
0.3
0.3
0.4
Efficiency
Table 2.17a: Customers preferences for product 1

West
1.5
40
5
0.4

Far East
3
40
5
0.5

Europe
3
40
5
0.5

America
2.5
40
5
0.5

North
East
South
2
2
2
Shelf Life
50
50
50
Environmental Affects
5
5
5
Specific Gravity
0.3
0.3
0.4
Efficiency
Table 2.17b: Customers’ preferences for Product 2

West
1.5
40
5
0.4

Far East
4
45
4
0.5

Europe
4
45
4
0.5

America
4
45
4
0.5

The customers’ preferences survey is performed on an ongoing basis. Its results are show in the preferences
window which can be accessed from product / area analysis screen.
Negative QIM does not necessarily means that the firm is unable to sell its products. However, it means that in
order to get this the target price should be lower than the average price in the market. On the other hand, positive
QIM means that the firm may ask a price for its products which is higher than the average in the market and
customers will be willing to pay for this quality. QIM is county-depended and thus its influence should be
evaluated accordingly.
It is also worth noting that inventory content also affects QIM. Thus if the firm ships products with higher quality
to a county whose existing inventory has a low QIM, the results will be an average of the two.
Over time, customers tend to increase their demand for quality, for example a longer shelf life, lower
environmental effects, lower specific gravity and higher efficiency. Firms that do not improve their products will
find that their QIM deteriorates over the course of the future quarters.
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2.10 Technology Improvement, R&D and Intellectual Property Rights
The firm may improve the quality of its product by investing in R&D. This activity also results in patents which are
the intellectual property (IP) rights of the firm. In additional to the implementation of patents in its production
lines, the IP (depending upon market situation) may be valuable and can be traded between firms.
Successful R&D investment also has and affect on the firm’s share price. When investors observe high and
successful R&D activity, this may create a positive effect on share price. When this happens, a message will be
shown the adviser panel.
Successful R&D process depends on two factors; the first is the amount of money invested, the second is the
number of engineers working in the firm, their experience and professional levels. The higher the second factor
the greater the firm’s achievement from a given amount of money invested in R&D.
Two types of investment are possible. The first type of investment (include R&D Projects 1 -6) are related to
improvements in the efficiency of the production lines. The second type of investment (include R&D Projects 7-14)
are related to improvements in the product’s characteristics.
The next table shows the mount of investment needed for each project, the initial stage when the firm may start
benefit from the research and the potential of the improvement.
No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

R&D Project

Initial
Investment
25%
Reduction in consumption of raw material in production
line 1
25%
Reduction in consumption of raw material in production
line 2
50%
Increased efficiency of production line 1
50%
Increased efficiency of production line 2
80%
Reduction of the production ratio between Product 1 and 2
40%
Improved QA detection technology of low quality products
50%
Improve self-life of Product 1
50%
Improve self-life of Product 2
60%
Decreased environmental effects of Product 1
60%
Decreased environmental effects of Product 2
40%
Decreased specific gravity of Product 1
40%
Decreased specific gravity of Product 2
70%
Increased efficiency of Product 1
Increased efficiency of Product 2
Table 2.18: R&D Projects

Project
Cost (zz)
1,000,000

70%

Improvement
50%

1,200,000

50%

9,000,000
6,000,000
5,000,000
3,000,000
4,000,000
2,000,000
3,000,000
5,000,000
6,000,000
3,000,000
12,000,00
0
6,000,000

50%
50%
1:10
200%
100%
100%
200%
200%
100%
100%
300%
300%

Investing in R&D projects does not immediately yield results. Each project has an initial amount of money and
effort that should be invested before any results are observed. When the R&D project yields its first results, the
firm is notified. At this stage the improvement is implemented in the firm’s production lines and products. After an
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additional amount of time and investment, when the R&D project is completed the firm is informed that the
improvement has been matured an is now considered IP. At this stage, if the IP is unique (i.e. no other firm
obtained IP in this field) the firm may trade the IP with other firms.
For example, line No. 4 of table 2.18 shows that if 6,000,000 zz will be invested in this project, this will yield an
increase of 50% in the product rate of production line 2 without any additional machines or human resources. This
investment does not slow or stop the aging of the machines. However, in terms of section 2.6, this investment
shifts the blue line of the technology performance in an upward fashion. The value of 50% in the column labeled
“Initial Investment” means that only after investing 50% of the total costs, does the project begin to yield results.
What happens if the firm invests more than the value depicted in the column “Project costs”? In some cases it may
yield higher results than what is shown in the right column of table 2.18 and in some cases it might not be costeffective. For example, projects 13 and 14 can’t achieve more that 100% efficiency.

Intellectual Property Rights
When investment in a project has been matured into a valid patent, the firm will be notified. This
notification is shown at the R&D screen at the right column with a label “Own but not sell”. This means
that the improvement has started to be implemented in the firm’s production line(s) or product(s). At
this stage, the firm is unable to trade this IP. Once the firm has completed the R&D project, normally
through additional investment and time, the R&D project will turn into IP. This happens when the right
column in the improvement tables reaches a value of 100%. If the firm is the only firm that has done a
development in this area, the IP becomes, after additional quarter, an exclusive IP to the firm. This
means that no other firm may achieve IP in this domain. At this stage, the firm may trade its IP with
other firms using the simulator’s trading mechanism.
What happens when two firms have the “Own but not sell” status at the same time? In this case, neither
of them will get exclusive rights, i.e. none of them will be able to sell their IP in this domain. However,
both of them will be able to benefit from the improvement in their production lines.
The following summarizes the rules about property rights;






Investing in an R&D project where the initial investment yields a status of “Own but not sell” and
enables the firm to start to benefit from the project.
Achieving 100% in project completeness while no other firm has the “Own but not sell” status for
an additional quarter yields exclusiveness. I.e. “Own and Sell” status.
“Own and Sell” status blocks all other firms’ R&D projects in this area.
“Own but not sell” status does not block other firms from starting a project in the same area.
The IP is granted for the rest of the simulation.
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The IP which has been purchased from another firm is a non-transferable right.

It is important to note that all IP validation processes are related to the previous quarter. Thus, if the
firm would like to verify if it has an exclusive right in the current quarter, the firm must first verify that no
other firm has any claims for rights in the previous quarter.
Deprecation of Products
When a product improvement in is achieved, the old inventory of the firm (in the firm’s store or in retail
outlets) will be mixed with the new inventory. In this case, the characteristics of the products from the
perspective of the customers will be a weighted average of the old and the new characteristics. Thus, if
new products are being shipped from the production line it is wise to make sure that the inventory level
of the old products is low. Otherwise, the affect of the R&D project will be diluted and delayed.
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2.11 Organizational Knowledge Management
One of the long-term issues that should be handled by the management of the firm is knowledge management.
Knowledge in the firm is retained by engineers. The more time they work for the firm the more knowledge they
gain (assuming that the firm invests in knowledge management). The knowledge gained in the firm has several
affects. First, skilled workers may produce more efficiently when knowledge gained is higher. Second, the R&D
process may be more quick and productive and third, the number of managers needed to control the firm is
fewer.
Management may affect knowledge gaining using the following:





Direct investment in knowledge management.
o Allocation of resources to database management and IT systems.
Steady human resource management policy.
o Each engineer who works for the firm for more than a quarter is a source of knowledge. The more
quarters s/he works for the firm the higher her/his contribution is to the knowledge of the firm. A
high rate turnover (which may be caused for example by an aggressive policy of hiring new
workers damage the process of knowledge gain).
Premium payment.
o The firm may pay a premium for knowledge. This premium may be paid to senior engineers based
upon the number of quarters they have work for the firm. Zero premiums means that the firm
does not pay any extra payment for knowledge gaining. A 5% premium means that the firm pays
an additional 5% to the base hourly rate of engineers. For example, in the case that an engineer’s
hourly rate is 50 zz and the policy of the firm is to pay a 5% premium, an engineer who works for
the firm for 3 quarters will be paid 55 zz per hour (5% for each additional quarter). The maximum
premium that can be paid is 30%.

The simulator provides information about the status of knowledge management using an index call “Knowledge
Management Index”. This index is shown in the Human Resources Screen (see section 3.7.5).
It is important to note that normal (base) rate of turn-over in human resources is 5%-10%. Therefore, 5%-10% of
the engineers leave the firm. Thus, if no action is taken by the firm to capture its knowledge, over time, the
engineer’s skills in the firm deteriorates.
The firm’s management is regularly informed on the cost of knowledge management (via the P&L reports). These
costs include direct cost of investing in knowledge management and indirect costs which are generated based
upon premium payments.
A good knowledge management policy requires constant examination of the costs of this process while measuring
the benefits.
The knowledge index (displayed with five discrete values Very Poor, Poor, Average, Good and Very Good) refers to
the human resources and the investment as at the end of last quarter.
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2.12 Sales and Marketing
Management should mainly be involved in sales and marketing. Two sales channels are available to the firm:



The firm stores which are located in each county
Retail stores which purchase the products and sell it as part of their regular merchandise.

The two channels compete with each other. Customers who buy the products in the firm’s store do not frequent
the retail outlets and vice-versa. Thus, it is the role of the firm’s management to use these two channels wisely.
The firm has several decision variables by which it may influence the sale process. These variables include:






The amount of Product (1 and 2) delivered to each county from the central storage
The price point
The discount rate for retailers
The number of agents hired by the firm in each county and their contract terms
The amount of money invested in marketing (TV commercials and newspaper advertising)

Each quarter starts with an initial inventory that has remained from the previous quarter. This quantity is
increased by the number of products the firm has ordered for transfer to the county. If the production line has not
supplied the amount required, the actual quantity transferred to each county is reduced accordingly. If the total
quantity asked to be shipped is smaller than the quantity produced, the extra quantity remains in the central
storage of the firm. In each of the cases the adviser will provide notice to the management of the firm.
The price set by the firm is for the end-customers. The discount for the retail outlets is the difference between the
price to the customers and the price that is paid by the retailers. This discount is the profit of the retailers for
selling the firm’s products. The discount unit is in a percentage of the price point. If the discount rate is zero no
retail will sell the product at no mark-up. The higher the discount rate the larger number of retailers who would be
willing to sell the products. However, the higher is the discount rate, the smaller the revenue for the firm from this
channel. Thus, the firm needs to have a balance between the two channels by using the optimal discount rate.
The simulator screens which display relevant information about sales (total sales and area/product analysis)
enable the firm to monitor the sales process and to select efficient pricing and an appropriate discount policy.
These screens enable the firm to select the optimal total quantity of products being marketed and the allocation
between counties.
Additional efforts that influence sales demand is the investment in advertising. The firm may allocate a budget to
ads in TV or in newspapers. The two options’ influence on sales differs. TV provides short term influence and
mainly on households. Newspapers have a long term affect and mainly on retail outlets. It is important to note
that in The Green State there is only one commercial TV channel, but there are many newspapers. Not all
newspapers are distributed in all counties but TV is broadcast in all counties. The larger is the county the more
numerous the number of newspaper types published in that county. This situation requires adjustment of
investment to each newspaper and finally, the reduction of price (relative to the market price) is useless if it does
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not receive proper media attention. Thus, if the firm chooses to decrease its product pricing it should ensure
customers are informed through advertising.
The affect of sales agents is more complicated. Agents mainly influence retailers. Their efforts are related to their
salary. An agent’s salary is a combination of a fixed payment plus a bonus which is performance-based. Agents use
an engineer’s salary as a reference for their salary. If they feel that they are not appropriately compensated
(relative to engineers) the will not put enough efforts in the sales process.
The bonus for agents is based upon the previous quarter’s sales multiplied by the percentage of bonus as was
decided by the firm. This amount is divided by the number of agents in the county. Thus, in order to calculate the
actual salary of a sales agent the firm should consider the level of sales, the fixed payment for each agent and the
bonus.
Since sales agents are risk averse they would rather receive appropriate compensation for the uncertainty
involved in sales. Thus, if a sales agent has the option between two situations in which her/his salary is equal s/he
prefers the situation with less risk (i.e. when fixed payment is higher).
One of the major tasks of the marketing manager of the firm is to estimate the risk preferences of the agents and
to suggest to them appropriate salary terms, that is an efficient combination between fixed payments and
bonuses.

2.13 Transportation
Final products must be transported from the firm’s location to its stores in each county. Since the firm does not
have trucks, transportation is based upon transportation contracts with subcontractors. The cost of transportation
contracts is affected by the following:





Cost per day for a truck
The number of trucks used per day
The number of days trucks are used per quarter
Changes that the firm performs to transportation contracts during quarters 2, 3, and 4.

The decision variable on which the firm management should decide is the number of days between shipments.
Once this decision has been made, the simulator calculates the number of shipments needed for the whole
quarter (based upon the aggregated quantity needed to be shipped to each county and given the fixed number of
days per quarter - 90 days). Additionally, the simulator calculates the number of trucks that should be used in each
shipment and the amount of time needed for the shipment.
The transportation calculations are based upon the following (details are shown in section 3.7.6):



The size of the trucks in terms of product units that can be loaded on each truck. Standard sized trucks can
load 100 units of products (Product 1 and 2 are equal in size).
The cost per day for a truck (see table 2.21).
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Fixed cost of each shipment, regardless of the number of trucks used in this shipment (default value 5,000
zz).

The target of the firm is to plan transportation in such a way that it will minimize the cost.
It is important to note that the average transportation cost is based on both products. Thus, under some
situations the more expensive product may subsidize the less expensive one. Sometimes, it is more optimal to
build an inventory in a regional store in order to save transportation costs between quarters.
Additional costs included in transportation is the “waiting fee”. The higher the number of trucks used per
shipment, the longer the loading time of each truck. Transportation subcontractors add a “waiting fee” based
on the amount of time trucks are waiting to be loaded. The next table details the waiting fee.
Number of Trucks
Waiting Fee
Less 10 trucks
No fee
10 to 20 trucks
2%
21 to 35 truck
5%
36 – 50 truck
10%
More than 50 trucks 20%
Table 2.20: Waiting Fee
For example, in the case where the firm uses 22 trucks per shipment, the overall transportation cost is
increased by 5% after calculating the costs of all other factors affecting transportation.
The basic transportation costs are based on start and destination for each shipment. The following table lists
the relative costs from each location to each region.
From/ to
North
0.25
North
1
East
1.5
South
1
West
Table 2.21: Relative Transportation Costs

East
1
0.25
1
2

South
1.5
1
0.25
1

West
1
2
1
0.25

In order to get the actual cost per day, the relative cost from the table should be multiplied by the costs per
day. For example, if the cost per day for a truck is 100 zz, the transportation cost per day for a truck from the
North to the South will be 150 zz.
Thus, total transportation cost is calculated using the following procedure:




Number of shipment * payment per shipment
Plus the number of trucks * cost per day (given the source and destination)
Plus the waiting fee
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It is assumed that each truck performs each shipment in one trip. The maximum number of shipments per quarter
is 30. The number of trucks is calculated based upon shipment size divided by truck capacity.

The Cost of Changing Transportation Contracts
The transportation company assumes that the transportation contract terms of Q1 (and the first
quarter of subsequent each year) are binding. Thus, any changes made to the transportation plan
during Q2, Q3 and Q4 (in the first year), or Q6, Q7, Q8 in the second year, etc) generates additional
payments. The costs of increasing the number of trucks is 2,500 zz per truck. The costs of decreasing
the number of trucks are 10,000 zz per truck. Details about transportation costs are shown in detail
in the transportation cost report.

2.14 Business Information
Business information can be received from market reports which can be purchased by the firm on a quarterly
basis. The cost of each report is 5,000 (zz). The domain manager is authorized to change this price. If ordered,
reports are available in the following quarter. The information in the report refers to the quarter when the report
has been ordered. A full list of available reports types are listed in chapter 4. The ordering of reports is done via
the following screen which can be accessed from the student menu under the selection of “Market Info Request”.
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2.15 Credit and Interest
Bank balances are generated at the end of each quarter and interest is paid at that time. If the balance is positive,
the firm is paid by the bank. If the balance is negative, the firm must pay interest to the bank.
Positive balances generate interest payments of 2% of the total amount deposited in the bank. Negative balances
are charged interest according to the following table.
Balance
Up to 100,000 zz
100,000 – 500,000 zz
Above 500,000 zz
Table 2.23: Interest Rates

Interest rate
(per quarter)
1%
3%
5%

Interest reports give details about the interest paid/received by the firm.
It is important to note that the total amount of interest which is shown in the P&L report includes interest paid
from bonds (in quarters when bond payments are performed). The interest on a bond is 2% upto bonds levels of
5,000,000 zz. Bonds issued with higher levels generate interest according to the following table:

Bond level

Interest rate
(per quarter)
Up to 5,000,000
2%
5,000,000 – 10,000,000
3%
Above 10,000,000 zz
5%
Table 2.24: Interest Rate for Bonds

2.16 Income Tax
Corporate income tax is paid at the end of each year. The tax rate is 36% on corporate profits.
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2.17 Seasonality
Demand in the Green State is influenced by seasonality. The weaker quarter is the second one. Quarters one and
three are considered as average while the fourth quarter is considered as having peak demand. Seasonality may
be changed by the domain manager. The following table shows the default values for seasonality. Note that a
value of 1.15 in the third quarter means that the demand in this quarter is 15% more than the demand in the first
quarter.
Quarter
First
Second
Third
Forth
Table 2.25: Seasonality Table

Coefficient
1.00
0.90
1.15
1.25

2.18 Inventory Value
The value of the finished products inventory is calculated according to the market price of the last quarter or the
average production cost (the lower of the two). If the average price of the products in the market is lower than the
average cost production, this price is used as the reference point for the inventory value. If the market price is
higher than the average cost production, the last one (average cost production) is used as the reference point for
inventory value. If the average cost production decreases, the value of the inventory will be set according to the
average cost production in the quarter in which the products were produced. If the inventory is a mix of last and
current quarter, the average cost production is a weighted average between the two quarters.
The P&L report includes a specific section which refers to changes in the inventory’s value. This value may be
positive or negative.
Negative Value – This means that the value of the final product inventory (or raw material) has decreased. This
means that part of the products that have been sold during this quarter have been produced in the previous
quarter. Thus, under this situation, the change in inventory is added to the sales of that quarter.
Positive Value – Means that the value of final product inventory has increased. This means that part of the
products that have been produced in this quarter remain in stock and have not been sold. Thus, this cost should
be reduced from the sales of the current quarter.
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2.19 Capital Depreciation
The value of capital is decrease over time due to its usage in the production line. This decrease of value is shown
as depreciation in the P&L report and it is considered as part of the production costs. Depreciation is higher in
capital intensive technologies.
Depreciation adversely affects production capacity. In order to compensate for the depreciation affect, the firm
may invest in capital for renovation purposes. Details about this option are given in section 3.7.7.
The amount of capital invested in each line at the end of the quarter is the initial capital value at the start of the
quarter minus the depreciation plus the investment in capital for renovation purposes. Thus, investment in capital
for renovation purposes only affects the next quarter after it has been completed.

2.20 Share Price
One of the most important parameters, by which the firm’s management is measured, is the firm’s share price.
The share price is set according to a model of investors’ behavior, which simulates the reaction of the capital
markets to the financial achievements of the firm.
This model has several components according to the following flow:
First the average earnings per share (EPS) is calculated, based upon the total number of quarters that have been
played by the firm.
Assuming that this average EPS will be generated as an endless stream of profits, its present value is calculated
using the interest rate. This estimation of present value takes into account the value the variability in the EPS also.
The higher the variability, the higher the negative effect on the evaluation of the present value.
Additionally, the model takes into consideration the trend in the share value in the last two quarters. If this trend
is positive it increases the share value. If this trend is negative it decreases the share value.
Finally, the model takes into consideration two other factors. The level of investment in R&D, and the policy of
dividend payments practiced by the firm’s management. The level of investment is relative to the benefits from
these investments. The dividends policy is relative to how other firms in The Green State are treating their
dividends.
Details about the share model can be viewed by clicking the share button in the dividends and insurance screen.

2.21 Trading Between Firms
The firms in The Decision Makers simulator may trade with one another. Trading may be for Products 1 or 2 or for
IP. Trading is done using an on-line trading mechanism.
The trading mechanism works as follows:
 A firm which is willing to buy or sell goods, posts its offers on the trading screen.
 A proposal may be directed to all firms or to a specific one.
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The proposal must include the type of good(s); Product 1 , 2 or IP. The quantity offered and the price point.
When a proposal is directed to all firms, any firm in The Green State may see the proposal.
When a proposal is directed to a specific firm it may be viewed only by that firm.
The target firm may answer the proposal, by responding to in the trading screen.
If the proposal was a selling proposal, the target firm must indicate its willingness to buy.
If the proposal was a proposal to purchase, the target firm should indicate its willingness to sell. In any case, both
the price and the quantity should match.
Once the terms are confirmed with both sides, the simulator will indicate the parties that they have made a deal.
However, the actual deal will be performed only after the simulation.
The following should be noticed regarding trading between firms:
1. Payments are performed in the quarters when the deal has been agreed.
2. Quantities are transferred in the following quarter.
3. If inventory in the supplying firm is not sufficient, the deal will be adjusted accordingly.
4. Relevant messages will be shown in the adviser screen.
Details about the trading screen can be found in the Trading Screen voice help page.
Please note that as long as the quarter has not ended yet, the deal is not yet binding and any of the parties may
change their mind.
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2.22 Export
The firms in The Green State may also develop export activities. Export may be to three target markets, The Far
East, Europe or USA. Unlike the conditions in the local market, where firms do not affect the local price, in the
global markets, the price of products is given to firms in The Green State. This price is published and may be
changed from time to time.
Export is conducted using a process over 3 Quarters.
In the first quarter (quarter X for example), the firm conducts marketing efforts. These marketing efforts include:
1. Setting a competitive price for its products relative to the foreign currency. In each market, there is a different
currency with a difference exchange rate.
2. Allocating resources for marketing to the target market.
3. Setting a commission level for agents in the target market.
The results of these efforts are expected orders. Please note, that one of the main factors which influence the
level of orders received is the quality of the products. Customers foreign markets have higher demand for quality
than their counterparts in The Green State.
At the second stage (Qx+1), the firm decides how much of these orders it would like to fill. No damage is caused if
only partial amount of the orders are filled. However, in the long run, if the firm does not supply all the orders
received, it may affect its ability to achieve more orders.
The ability to fill orders is a subset of the inventory level in the firm’s main storage. After filling the orders, the firm
will be notified as to how many of the orders have been approved by customers. The gap between supply and
approval may be caused by products with poor quality. At this stage, the approved supply is shown in the firm’s
books as accounts receivable.
At the last stage, which occurs at Qx+2, the firm is being paid for the orders filled. The payment is according to the
exchange rate between the Zuz and the currency in the market to which the goods were sold. If the firm chooses
to take out rate exchange insurance, which also has a cost, the payment will be according to the exchange rate in
the quarter when the order has been approved. It is important to note that, change in the exchange rates are
between 5% and 10% each quarter.
Needless to say that, in order to receive a constant stream of orders from export activities , the firm needs to
manage the three stages of export in parallel with one another. Thus, in each quarter, the firm must focus on
attaining order, filling orders and collecting on accounts.
Market
Exchange Rate
America
4.0
Europe
5.0
Far East
0.5
Table 2.26: Exchange Rate Data

Trend
-1%
-2%
+1.5%

Variability
(+/-)5%
(+/-)2%
(+/-)10%

Product 1 Price (zz)
250
220
4500
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2.23 Insurance
If the firm’s management is risk-averse, it is recommended that the products in the firm storage and the
equipment will have insurance coverage. Decisions about insurance are made once a year, in Q1. The firm needs
to decide the level of insurance coverage it would like. The insurance is valid only for products in the main storage
and for machines in the production line.
The firm needs to buy an insurance policy from one of three agents. The next table shows the terms of each agent.
Agent
Self-Coverage (Deductable)
1
0
2
100,000
3
500,000
Table 2.27: Insurance Terms

Premium
10%
3%
1%

The agents differ in the level self-coverage and premiums. Self-coverage means how much the firm will need to
pay in case of damage before the insurance company pays out. For example, for Agent 1. If the firm pays 100,000
Zuz as an annual fee, the insurance covers damage up to total cost of 1 million Zuz, and no payment is required
from the firm.
On the other hand, in the case of Agent 2, the firm may pay only 30,000 Zuz in order to get a cover of 1 million Zuz
damage. However, if damage occurs the firm will need to cover the first 100,000 Zuz of the damage from its own
resources before the insurance company pays the balance.
The decision variables for the firm are: from which agent to buy the insurance and what is level of premium
payment damage. The rest is calculated by the simulator.

2.24 Simulation Cost and Limitation
One of the tools which enable the domain manager to control the simulation course is the cost or limitation of
using the simulator. The domain manager may restrict the simulation usage in three ways.
Maximum Simulation Limit. The domain manager may set a maximum number of simulations that each firm may
perform. Once, the firm has reached this number, a message informing the firm about this limitation is displayed
each time the firm tries to run a simulation.
Time Window Limit. Using the time window frame, the domain manager may restrict the simulation time into a
defined time window.
Simulation Cost. The domain manager may also set the cost of a simulation run. This cost has two levels; normal
cost and extra cost. Extra cost is charged during the time prior to the end of the quarter. The extra cost policy is
aimed at preventing players from setting their policy at the “last moment” of the quarter. The simulation cost is
displayed as part of the P&L report of the firm.
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2.25 Changing Capital Structure
Two initial decisions that the firm needs to arrive at is the amount of capital to raise and the ratio between foreign
capital and equity. These decisions set the firm’s capital structure. The capital size and structure has a substantial
affect on the ROI. If most of the initial capital is foreign capital, the firm may be able to achieve high ROI since its
initial share price is low. But in this case, the firm may be at risk of being unable to pay back its bond payments. In
the other case, if most of the capital is based upon equity, the risk of being unable to pay back bonds on time is
low. But if the initial share price is high it may be difficult to achieve a high ROI.
Starting with Q3, the firm may change its capital structure. This may be accomplished in four ways:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Issuance of additional bonds
Issuance of additional equity
Recalling bonds ahead of time
Buyback of equity from stock holder(s)

Issuing new equity is unlimited. But it is important to note that the ROI is related to the number of shares.
Additional equity dilutes the original stock holder(s )and damage their chances to achieve a high ROI.
On the other hand, buyback of equity from stock holders is limited to the restrictions that the number of the firm’s
shares will not dip below 50,000 units.
Bonds may also be issued or recalled without limitation. However, one should remember that all bonds must be
paid by the last quarter played during the simulation.

2.26 Overhead
One of the main costs that is only partially controlled by the firm’s management is the overhead costs. Overhead
costs are related to the number of employees. Overhead costs are given as percentages. The next table shows the
overhead cost for each employee by type.
Employee Type
Overhead Costs as a Percentage
Managers
50%
Engineers
20%
QA
10%
Long Term
5%
Short Term
2%
Table 2.28: Overhead Costs
For clarity purposes, overhead of 50% for managers means that the costs of managers should be increased by 50%
in order to cover the associated overhead. The numbers in the table refer to a new firm with 100 employees. As
the firm’s age or size increases the numbers in the table become larger. On the other hand, if the firm downsizes,
the numbers in the table may decrease.
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2.27 Allocation of Products in the Supply Chain
In an ideal world, the firm is able to fill all of its orders. However, in cases of shortage in the quantity of products,
allocations will be made with the following priorities.
Priority 1: Allocation of products according to binding contracts in The Green State.
Priority 2: Allocation of products according to shipment plan in The Green State.
Priority 3: Export
If the firm fails to fill all of its orders, an appropriate message will appear in the adviser panel.

2.28 Purchase and Sale of Machinery - Technology Change
Starting with Q3, the firm may change its technology, automation level or change in the number of machines in
each production line. These changes are limited to the following rules.








The cost of new machinery in accordance with the production line’s technology.
New machinery will be supplied two quarters after being ordered.
The value of the machinery sold will be in accordance to its value on the last balance sheet.
In case of technology change or change in automation, the cost of the change will be based upon the
difference between the two technologies for a new machine.
Production capacity of the production line after the change will be a weighted average of the new and the
old machinery.
Technology change will be effective one quarter after ordering.
The cost of performing the technology change will be the difference between the cost of the two
technologies plus an adjustment fee of 10%. The fee will be calculated based upon the equipment’s value.
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3. Application Windows
This chapter of the user manual describes the different windows of the applications. Quarterly data presented
here is for demonstration purposes only. Upon logging in , the simulator will present updated data from the
domain's database according to the user's group. It is important to emphasize that the simulator creates a 2-3%
"background noise" for the market. Thus, performing a second simulation with the same variables will lead to
somewhat different results.
The screenshots in this manual do not include the browser in which they are being viewed. When activating the
simulator from the Internet, the different windows will be presented as a part of the webpage viewed by the
browser. References to parts of the screen which are related to the browser and not to the application will be
cited specifically.

3.1. Main Window
Upon logging in (after entering one’s username and password, as described in chapter 1), the user reaches the
main window of the application. This is the opening screen from which all other options are available.
The main window consists of:






Upper menu bar (with sub-menus entitled Students, Teacher and System)
Upper button line (orange colored)
Simulator icons for different parts of the simulation (technology, sales etc..)
General status Information (on the right side of the screen)
Bottom status bar
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Figure 3.1 Main Window
The Upper Menu Bar allows access to different application windows (including the ones accessible by the Icons).
The Teacher Menu is blocked for non-teacher users.
The next figure presents the Student Menu
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Figure 3.2 Student Menu
The Student Menu consists of the following options:
Menu Option

Function

Initial Decisions

Group/company decisions that are to be made in Q1 of the
simulation; firm location, technology, Investment and capital
structure
A window which consists of all of the quarterly decisions
made by the firm
A window which allows one to view the last simulation log
A window allowing the viewing of past simulation dates and
times. Past simulation data can be recovered from here.
A window which presents the market status based upon
public information from all firms.
A window which allows the requesting market information

Quarterly Decisions
Simulation Log
Simulation History
Market Status
Market Info Request
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The next figure presents the System menu:

Figure 3.3: System Menu
The System Menu consists of the following options:
Menu Option

Function

Dates
Messages
Company by Area Table
History
Reload Parameters

Quarterly dates window
Messages from the domain manager to all groups
A view of the groups according to their firm's location
A page presenting The Green State's economic history
Reloads all domain manager variables to the simulation

The upper button bar (orange colored) allows the user to navigate between the different windows of the
program.
The upper button bar consists of the following buttons:
Button

Function

Menu
Technology
Dates

Moves the user back to the main window
Setting technology, firm location, initial investment
Quarter ending dates, site traffic, simulation status and
running times
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Decisions
Results
Simulation
Reports
Graphs
KBI
Advisor
Help

A view of the firm's decisions made from the first quarter
until present date
A view of all simulation results from the first quarter until
present date
Simulation screens
Produce different reports about the firm/market status
Perform a 'what if' simulations, data analysis
Key Business Indicator View
View the Advisor window
View the in-program help menu

Simulator Icons – Located in the left portion of the screen, they allow the user to access the different simulation
windows (by double clicking the appropriate icon). Right clicking an icon, will present a brief description of its
window's functions in the bottom right corner of the window (under the 'Selected Panel Description' caption).
Each icon is connected to a different simulator screen:
Icon

Function

Technology
Quarters
Results
Product
Decision
Production
Sales
Raw Materials
Human Resources
Market Info
Transportation
Marketing
Quality
Reports
Advisor

Define technology, firm location, initial investment
Management of quarters and simulation status
Results by quarters table
Product demand in a given area
Decisions by quarters table
Production options analysis
Sales analysis
Setting the raw materials management policy
Human Resource management
Marketing and commercial information on the marketplace
Planning the transportation method of firm’s products
Planning the investment in marketing
Factors affecting quality analysis
Report production
List of advisors notes and remarks following the last
simulation
Production of graphs from present simulation/analysis and
based upon past simulations

XY Graph

Stimulation Status: On the bottom right-hand corner of the screen the Simulation Status bar describes the current
simulation status. There are two possible states of the game:


Student simulation – Students can now perform their own simulations
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Teacher simulation – The server is waiting for a simulation to be completed by the Domain Manager

When the simulation is found in the latter state, students cannot perform their own simulations or change the
firm's decisions. In this state, the Domain Manager must perform a 'final' simulation which sets the results for this
quarter, advancing the game to the next quarter.

3.2. Status Bar
All simulator screens have two status bars:



Application Status Bar (at the bottom of the application window - the upper of the two)
Browser Status Bar – a part of the browser user interface

Upper Status Bar
Lower Status Bar

Figure 3.4: Status Bar
The Application Status Bar, which is a part of the active window, always appears onscreen and consists of the
following information:
Game Time: The current date and time set by the server, not affected by the user's computer.
Current Quarter of the simulation.
Simulation Status can be found at Student or Teacher states (as described in section 3.1).
Simulation Counter: Counts the number of simulations made by the group in the current quarter. The counter
drops to zero every new quarter.
Future Bank Balance: An estimation according to the last simulation made by the user at the end of the current
quarter according to the user's decisions. This is not the bank balance at the beginning of the current quarter.
Future Bank Income is only estimated based upon the user's decisions.
The actual bank balance is set only after a final Domain Manager Simulation.
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Messages – The right side of the status bar is dedicated to messages regarding simulator status and errors. When
no errors have occurred during the simulation or connection to the server, the status bar will show 'Ready'. When
an error has occurred, an appropriate message will appear, directing the user to the simulation log (accessible
through Student -> Simulation Log).
The browser (MS Internet Explorer) status line can be activated (if not already onscreen) from the browser's menu
by pressing View -> Status Bar. Messages regarding server communication or activated simulations appear in the
browser status bar as well.

If at least one of these status bars does not appear, perform the following steps:



The computer screen's resolution's is less than 1024 X 768. Set the resolution to a minimum of 1024 X 768.
The browser screen has more toolbars than the default option.

Figure 3.5: Browser Default Toolbar Setting
Figure 3.5 presents the default toolbar settings for the browser (without additional add-ons such as Google
Toolbar), allowing the proper use of the simulator without the use of the browser scrollbar.

MS Internet Explorer Version 7.0 and higher requires additional setting of the status bar, as
described in chapter 1
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3.3. Technology, Location and Capital Structure
The Technology Decision window allows the user to select the production technology and capital structure. Those
decisions are the initial decisions of the simulation, and can only be changed later in the game under certain
limitations.
Changes that can be made in this window:
Before the beginning of the first quarter (or during the first quarter, at Domain Manager's discretion), changes can
be made to Capital Structure, Technology type and number of production line machines.
At the second quarter of the game, no changes can be made.
From the third quarter and forth, changes can be made to this window by pressing the Change button.

Figure 3.6: Initial Decisions: Technology Type and Capital Structure
Parameters under the user's control:
Company Name – will appear on all company reports (up to 30 characters).
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Company Location – can be one of the four counties of The Green State (North, West, East and South). Each
county has its different attributes and properties, which can be viewed through the history file.
E-Mail – This is the address to which all incoming e-mail from the Domain Manager will be sent.
Production Line Capital (Line N. X) – The value of investment to be raised according to the technology type and
automation level chosen by the user. This variable is calculated automatically. Table 3.9 in chapter 3 presents the
cost of production line machinery according to different technologies and automation levels.
Cash – The amount of money with which the firm is willing to begin the simulation. The sum of the cash and
production line investments is the total investment the firm is willing to raise at the beginning of the first quarter.
Foreign Capital Ratio – The percentage of foreign capital of the total capital the firm is willing to raise. Foreign
capital is raised through bonds and is to be bought back on four set occasions: the end of the second, fourth, sixth
and eighth quarters (Every six in-game months, a quarter of the initial value on each occasion). The remaining
capital is raised through shares. The number of shares is constant - 50,000, set at the beginning of the game. The
interest rate for bonds is 2%. Riskless market interest, which is the first level of interest given by the bank. The rate
of interest is valid for bonds up to 10,000,000 zz. Beyond that, the interest increases according to the investment
size, at a rate of 1% for every million Zuz. The increment is performed for complete amounts only (thus,
10,000,001 – 15,000,000 Zuz will be charged an interest at a rate of 3%, from 15,000,001 and up – 4% and so on).
The interest rate is for the entire investment – not only for the preceding level (the 3% will apply for all 15,000,000
Zuz).
Production Line Technology – Possible choices in this field are 1, 2 or 3. A choice of 1 represents a technology
which is labor Intensive. A choice of 3 represents a technology which is capital intensive. A choice of 2 represents
a technology which is balanced between both capital and labor. The choice of production line technology affects
both product quality and the rate of pollution generated by production. Bear in mind that a capital intensive
technology may lead to better product quality but at a higher energy consumption rate. Further information
concerning the affect of technology types on costs can be found in the historical files.
Production Line Automation Level - Possible choices in this field are 1, 2, or 3, representing different levels of
production line automation levels (1 being the lowest automation level and 3 being the highest). Automation
levels affect the amount of malfunctions in production lines and product consistency. Higher automation levels
result in fewer malfunctions and an overall higher product quality level, but also lead to higher energy
consumption. Further Information regarding the affect of automation levels on costs can be found in historical
files.
Initial Share Value – Share value is derived from the amount of raised capital. Share value is calculated by the
amount of capital raised (not including foreign capital) divided by the number of shares (50,000). For Example,
3,000,000 zz were invested in the production lines (both of Product 1 and 2), and another 1,000,000 zz were
invested as an initial bank balance. 50% of invested capital is foreign. Thus, the price of a single share would be
(4,000,000 X 0.5)/50,000 = 40 zz. Bond returns would be a quarter of 2,000,000 zz in each payment, plus the
appropriate interest rate.
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Production Line Machines – This field represents the number of machines in each production line (1 or 2). A
change of the default value in this field (1) will result in an increase in both production capability and production
line capital to be invested. The maximum number of machines that can be used in a single production line (for
product 1 or 2) is 9. The number of machines can be changed at Q3 and beyond.
After selecting technology type, location and capital structure, press save to save your decisions.
During Q3 and beyond, all of these decisions (except the firm's location) can be changed (for an appropriate cost).
Furthermore, the investment in capital can be increased by investing in further property. Investment in property
is added to production line capital, decreasing the loss of value to the production line over time. If changes are
made to the initial decisions, they will appear in brackets.

With greater financial leverage, the risk also increases, with the firm returning its bonds on
time, but initial share value decreases – allowing for higher revenue on capital.

Screen Features

Function

Save

Saves the current firm’s decisions (regarding technology
type, capital structure, etc)
Changes capital structure or production lines

Change
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3.4. Quarters and Sessions
The quarter management table allows the user to view in which quarter is the simulation, its status and the
current activity in the site.

Figure 3.7: Quarters and Sessions Table

On the top left-hand corner of the screen appears the Quarters and Sessions table, stating the ending time and
date of each quarter and its status. Finished quarters appear as 'Done', while future quarters appear as pending.
Changes to this table can be performed only by the Domain Manager. On the bottom right-hand corner of the
screen appears information regarding, simulation status, current quarter, the simulator's current date and time
and ending time of the current quarter.
On the bottom left-hand corner of the screen appears the activity panel – where activity information regarding the
different groups can be viewed:






Last login date and time.
Last date and time an online simulation was performed.
Last date and time an offline simulation was performed.
Number of simulations conducted in the current quarter.
Share price according to the last simulation made.
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Change in share price (as a percentage) of the previous quarter.

If simulation times have been restricted to certain sessions, those can be viewed by pressing 'Show Sessions'
Screen Features

Function

Show Sessions

Show sessions for running student simulations.

Performing an offline simulation when an online simulation has not recently been
performed might cause your simulation to take into consideration market data which
is no longer updated.
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3.5. Quarterly Decisions Window
The Quarterly Decisions Table summarizes all of the firm’s decisions in each quarter. Variables in this table update
directly from the different simulator screens. Changing data directly in the table is password protected.

Figure 3.8: Quarterly Decisions Table
The Table can be updated by pressing each cell separately. This action updates only the local computer – and not
the server. Only by pressing 'Save' new values are saved to the Domain Server.
Clicking the 'Refresh' button refreshes the table from data stored on the Domain Server. This action will overwrite
any new data written to the local computer unless they have been saved to the Domain Server.
In order to speed up the process, all decisions from the previous quarter can be copied to this one by selecting
'Copy'. After copying previous decisions, changes can be saved using the 'Save' button.
On the top line of each column appears a date and time - the last time a change was made to this quarter's
decisions. This field cannot be changed manually and is updated automatically according to the user's actions.
Clicking the 'Desc' button will provide a brief description of the chosen variable on the right side of the screen.
Pressing 'Txt' will present the current table as an HTML file that can be used with MS-Excel or other worksheet
applications. A detailed explanation on exporting data to Excel is given in Chapter 4.
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Screen Features

Function

Refresh
Save
Copy
Desc
Txt

Reloads server data to the local table
Saves current local table data to the Domain Server
Copies the previous quarter's decisions to the current screen
Presents a description of the variable currently chosen
Exports data to an HTML file
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3.6. Quarterly Results Window
The quarterly results table summarizes all of the quarterly simulation results for current and past quarters. Data in
this table cannot be changed. Results presented here under past quarters are the result of the Teacher's
simulations. If no simulation was performed by the user since login, this quarter will show the last online
simulation performed.

Figure 3.9: Quarterly Results Table
Clicking the 'Refresh' button will reload data from the server.
The top line of each column details the date and time of the simulation presented in this quarter.
Clicking the 'Desc' button will provide a description of the chosen variable on the right-side of the screen.
Clicking the 'Txt' button will export all table contents to an HTML file, usable under MS-Excel and other
applications. A detailed Explanation on exporting data to MS-Excel can be found in chapter 5.
Screen Features

Function

Refresh
Desc
Txt

Reloads server data to the local table
Displays a description on the variable currently chosen
Exports data to an HTML file
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3.7. Simulator Windows
The simulator windows allow the user to analyze and set policies in different areas of the firm's management.
Every window represents a different field of company policy (production, marketing, etc). Updating the different
simulator screens also updates the Quarterly Decisions table and vice versa (the tables are interlinked).
All simulator windows contain the following buttons:



Run – Activates the simulator based on the user's decisions and inputs in the different screens.
Clear – Performs two actions: 1. Clears the last simulation's log (accessible through the 'Students' menu).
2. Reloads all other group and market data from the server. Normally, all data would be reloaded only if
the simulation performed is the first since logging in or the user has stated so specifically (explained
below). Clicking 'Clear' performs a simulation as if it is the first simulation performed since logging in.

These buttons are available on all simulator screens – pressing 'Run' (on any screen) –
activates the simulator and updates the results on all screens.

If one or more variables are missing for the proper running of the simulation – an appropriate message will
appear, stating which variable is missing. The user can either insert the missing variable or press the 'Save' button
in the Decisions window. This action will enter 0 as the default value.

Under these buttons, there are two additional options - check boxes - which change the way the simulation is
performed:

Reload other groups' data before simulation – when selected, the program reloads other groups' decisions from
the server before running the simulation. When de-selected, the simulation duration is shorter but all changes
performed by other groups are ignored. When a user logs in, all updated server data is loaded into the application
(even if this option is de-selected). When selected, simulations are defined as online, otherwise they are
considered offline.

Bear in mind: Performing a simulation costs game money (zz). The number of simulations available in a single
quarter may also be limited. Both of these variables (cost of simulation and simulation limit) can be controlled by
the Domain Manager. Simulation costs appear as part of the firm's financial reports.
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3.7.1. Product/Area Analysis
The Product by Area Analysis window allows the user to choose the firm's policy regarding Product pricing and
quantities in different counties. The window allows selection between areas and products.

Figure 3.10: Product by Area Analysis
The user can change three variables to affect the firm's policy:
P – Price of product to be paid by consumer for one unit of the product.
Q – The quantity of the product to be shipped to this area of The Green State (of total company inventory).
Discount – The percentage of discount given to retailers for selling the firm's products at their stores.
Using this window, the firm can affect the revenue in a given area. Affecting one area also affects other areas of
The Green State (since product inventory is limited). Thus, earning maximum revenue from a single area might not
be the optimal company policy (since revenue from several areas could exceed it).
After performing a simulation – the following data appears on the screen:
Initial Inventory – The initial size of this product's inventory, available in this area at the beginning of the quarter.
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Ending Inventory – The final inventory of this product available in this area after all sales have been made in this
quarter.
Sales (Q) – The number of units sold of this product in this area during the simulated quarter (Both by the firm’s
store and retailers).
Total Sales (zz) – Total income made from selling this product in this area (in zuzes). This field represents sales
made both in the firm’s store and at retail outlets.
Shops sales (zz) - Total income made from selling this product in this area (in zuzes) by retailers alone.
Visitors – The number of visitors that were interested in a product in a given area (only in the firm's store). This
number is the potential number of customers buying through the firm’s store.
Price Survey – A survey that was performed regarding the price customers would be willing to pay for this
product. The average price and standard deviation of the survey are given.
Quality Survey – The same survey also reviewed the customer's opinion of the product's quality. The numbers
marked in green, yellow and red represent the percentage of customers rating the quality as Good, Average or
Bad respectively.
The data table presents a line for every simulation made. On each line, costumer price, quantity sold, and quantity
available for sale, and total revenue are presented.
The graph (on the left side of the screen) displays the table's data as either price and quantity or revenue and
quantity, every simulation is presented as a point on the graph (switches from pricing to revenue by clicking the
'Show Revenue' check box below).
The simulation panel (on the bottom right) presents data from the most recent simulation.
In order to decide on a policy resulting in steady revenue, one should pay attention to the ratio between average
survey value and the rate between buyers and visitors. The next scheme presents the different states available.
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Figure 3.11: Customer Stability and Competitive Pricing
The vertical axis represents the rate between the firm's price and the survey's average price. Any vertical
movement represents a change from a competitive price to a non-competitive price. The horizontal axis identifies
the rate between store visitors and customers. Any movement to the right means a state where the number of
customers is not stable and is subject to change. The general rule is – a firm is better positioned when closer to the
bottom left-hand corner. The firm's condition is worsened when being placed closer to the top right-hand side.

Revenue should be planned to bring a long term stable income rather than a short
term 'boost'.

Clicking preferences allows the user to view the customers' product preferences. A detailed explanation on this
window is given in section 3.7.13.

3.7.2. Total Sales View
The Total Sales View window presents all product sales on all areas. This window allows the user to change the
price of products in each area and the number of products transported to it and see the influence these variables
have on the number of units sold and total revenue.
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Figure 3.12: Total Sales View
This window also presents the planned production for each product and the actual amount produced and sold.
Inventory not sold, would appear either as inventory (firm’s store) or inventory (retail outlets). Whether it has
already been shipped to the different shops or not. This Inventory can be sold in subsequent quarters.
Other important information that appears on this window is the number of units of Product 2 that were used to
produce Product 1. As previously stated before, the production of 4 units of Product 1 requires one unit of Product
2. Thus, the decision to produce Product 1 involves the amount of Product 2 not sold.
Trading between firms or exporting products requires a proper quantity in the firm's
inventory. Products bought from other firms will also be transferred to your
inventory.
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3.7.3. Production View
The Production View Window allows the user to perform several production related decisions:






Plan the production line.
Decide which human resources to station at the production line and how to manage the shifts (first, second or
third).
Setting the maximum number of products to be manufactured.
Viewing the results of the decisions after running the simulation.
Examining the efficiency of the firm's production line.

Figure 3.13: Production View
The decision variables in this screen are:




The number of workers to be stationed on the production line by shifts and products.
The number of quality assurance personal that are to be involved in the production.
Amount of products to be manufactured (for the entire quarter).
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The results viewed in this window:




The amount of each product being manufactured in each shift (average and standard deviation for a single
shift, and total for the entire quarter).
Production line efficiency – the actual number of units manufactured compared to the theoretical
maximum.
Additional information on: product quality, water, energy and raw material usage for each shift.

Using the fields located in the bottom of the screen, the user can set the target quantity of products to be
manufactured for the entire quarter. By using this option, the number of produced units will not exceed the
desired target quantity. If more products can be manufactured using the resources allocated to the production
lines a proper message will appear under the advisor screen.
If the number of workers the firm has been able to hire is lower than the desired number to be allocated to the
production lines, allocation of workers to shifts will be performed by the simulator in the following manner:
Product 1 Shift 1, Product 2 Shift 2, Product 1 Shift 2 and so on.
If the number of available workers is greater than the number of workers assigned to different shifts, the
remaining workers will be stationed on the first shift for Product 1.
The target number of products to be manufactured affects the production line machine setup
and order of spare parts made by the technicians of the maintenance department.

Bear in mind that the number of workers allocated to shifts on this screen is the desired number of workers to be
allocated – not the actual number. The actual number of workers hired by the firm depends on the salary the firm
is willing to pay and the available human resources in the marketplace. On the right side of the screen (under the
caption 'Actual HR') appears the actual number of workers allocated to each shift, according to the ratio between
shifts.
When allocating human resources to production lines, one should pay special attention to the machine type's
production function and the allocated workers' efficiency. In a case on non – efficient allocation of workers, a
proper message will be displayed in the advisor window. The number of shifts of work should also be taken into
consideration. Remember, working in second shift adds 25 % more to the chosen hourly rate; working in the third
shift adds 50 %. Power rate also deviates between shifts – the second shift being of the highest cost and the third
shift the lowest.
The top part of the window contains a button which changes the data displayed by product. The number in
brackets is the actual number of workers allocated to the appropriate field/shift after simulation.
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3.7.4. Raw Materials Management
The Raw Materials Management window allows the user to set the firm's policy regarding the purchase of raw
materials for the production lines. The decision variables in this screen are the interval of days between different
shipments, the size of each shipment (in Q - quantity) and the supplier from which the raw material is ordered.

Figure 3.14: Raw Materials Management
The firm's policy of raw materials' management is based upon quarterly made decisions. Every given number of
days (set by the user through the Order Interval variable) a shipment of raw materials is received. The raw
material inventory is automatically updated (delivery is instant) according to the quantity ordered. The raw
materials inventory is also updated on a daily basis due to raw materials used in the production lines.
In case not enough raw materials are available, according to the demands of the production line, the simulator will
perform a special shipment of raw materials, at an extra cost. This cost will be mentioned in the Raw Materials
Management window. The cost is based upon the amount of raw materials ordered in order to maintain proper
production.
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Another variable that affects the raw materials management policy is the substance disintegration. Raw materials
evaporate and disintegrate over time, at a given rate of 1-2% per day. The loss of raw materials is performed
automatically by the simulator.
Other data presented on screen:








Firm's raw materials inventory at the end of the quarter (quantity and value).
Raw materials usage on every production line.
Raw materials’ market price per unit.
Total cost of raw materials purchased and any extra cost due to 'special' orders.
Total amount of raw materials ordered for this quarter (measured in units).
Total amount of raw materials used for this quarter.
Supplier fixed cost of shipment.

The simulator also presents a graph of the firm's raw material inventory throughout the quarter.
It is also possible to place a future order for the next quarter, using the 'Raw Material Future Order' check box.
When placing a future order, raw material is purchased in the next quarter using the same price with which the
order was placed. The user may use this option if s/he assumes raw material prices will escalate in the following
quarter.

The cost of raw materials is calculated in the following manner:
(The number of shipments x fixed price per shipment) + (The number of units delivered x the unit price)
+ (if needed) an extra 50% for any unit shipped on a special order.
Specific costs depend upon where the order was placed and the supplier’s sale price.
The reports window contains a report with details regarding costs of raw materials'

In order to lower the cost of raw materials, pay attention to price trends during several
quarters.
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3.7.5. Salaries and Human Resources
The Salaries and Human Resources windows allows the user to examine which salary each worker should be paid
in order to hire the appropriate number of workers for the firm's production plan.

Figure 3.15: Salaries and Human Resources

The decision variables in this window are the hourly rate to paid be for each type of worker (Managers, Engineers,
Quality Assurance personnel, Long-term workers and Short-term workers) and how many workers from each type
are to be hired.
The ability to hire workers depends upon the firm's location. Different locations affect the supply curve for each
type of workers. An hourly rate that is sufficient in one region in order to hire a given number of workers might
not be sufficient in another area of The Green State.
On the right side of the window appears a graph. Bellow the graph appears the number of workers available for
hire in this area. This number depends upon both the firm's location and the hourly rate the firm is willing to pay.
Changing the type of workers above the graph will update the data presented on the right side of the screen.
Another figure on the right-hand side of the screen is the number of Open Positions – for a single type of worker
in the firm's area (this figure represents all open positions in the county for all firms).
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The results are available onscreen depend on the workers' market equilibrium. If the hourly rate offered by the
firm is lower than the markets hourly rate, the firm might not be able to hire the number of workers required.
According to a pre-simulation agreement with the workers' committee, the number of workers cannot be reduced
by more than 50% in any given quarter. This agreement prevents the firm from firing more than 50% of its staff in
any given quarter but also restrains the firm's workers from all leaving at once if the firm decides to lower their
hourly rates.
Regardless, the hourly rate cannot be set below the minimum wage as defined by law. If the firm tries to hire
workers for less than minimum wage, the simulation will not be able to run and an appropriate message will
appear onscreen. The user must then correct the hourly rate to be at least at minimum wage.

Figure 3.16: Message Regarding Salary Below Minimum Wage.
Information regarding the labor market can be viewed in the graph on the right-hand side of the screen, showing
the number of workers of a given type in each firm. Every point on the graph represents the number of workers
the firm is willing to hire and at what hourly rate. Different worker types can be viewed by clicking the scroll-down
field above the graph.
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An exception to the above rule is the professional labor market. Professional workers sign a long-term contract
with the firm, guaranteeing their salary for three quarters hence and stating that no more than three workers can
be fired in a given quarter.
If workers hired by the firm are not content with the salary the firm is paying (if, for example, it is substantially
lower than the average market wage) a warning message will appear in the advisor window.

Workers’ wages are the main expense in the production process. Pay extra attention to
planning efficient use of this resource.

3.7.6. Product Transportation
Another aspect of the firm's operations to which management should pay close attention is product
transportation. Transportation contracts are signed in order to ship finished goods from the firm's factory to the
firm’s stores and retailers.

Figure 3.17: Transportation Screen
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After running the simulator, the simulator screen will show how many trucks are needed in order to ship finished
products to each area and the average truck capacity used in those shipments. The graph below describes the
average cost for transporting a single unit of finished product to a given area.
It is important to note that the average transportation cost is based upon both products. Thus, under some
situations the more expensive product may subsidize the less expensive one. Sometimes the optimal solution is to
build an inventory in a regional store in order to save transportation costs between quarters.
The total cost for transportation is calculated by:
(Number of shipment days x fixed price per day, regardless of trucks or distance) + (Number of trucks x cost of
truck per day x number of shipment days chosen) + waiting cost.
If the firm decides to change the transportation contract in mid-year (quarters 2, 3, 4 and so on) an extra fee will
be added.
In order to prevent extra costs, product transportation should be planned while
keeping in mind that the peak demand is in the fourth quarter.
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3.7.7. Product Quality
Product quality is one of the factors that affects product sales. Product quality is affected by the number of
engineers the firm employs (most of them are employed in R&D), the amount of Q&A workers, R&D budget, age
of the production line machinery and the effects of production intensiveness.
People in every area of The Green State have different preferences regarding their products. Thus, a product can
be highly valued in one area and not highly valued in another area. The Capital & Quality window allows the user
to examine what is the preferable investment in these areas and what are the different consumers preferences.

Figure 3.18: Capital & Quality

The decision variables in this window are:




The number of engineers employed
The number of Q&A workers
Investment in the purchase of new machines or the upgrading of technology

After performing a simulation, the information presented onscreen is product quality compared to the previous
quarter and product sales. The graphic display is the survey performed between consumers, showing the
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percentage of consumers who rated this product as good, average or bad. The user may change the product or
area viewed using the optional fields above the graph.
Achieving product quality beyond the customer's preferences has no further effect.
On the other hand, poor product quality does have a continued effect on sales.
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3.7.8. Marketing Efforts
The firm can advertise its products using T.V. commercials, professional newspapers and professional salesmen
(agents). Every one of these methods has a different impact on different consumer groups. End users are usually
more influenced by TV advertising and some by professional newspapers. Retailers are more influenced by
professional salesmen and professional newspapers and less by TV.
Another important factor on advertising effectiveness is other market investments in advertising. If competitors
are not invested in TV commercials at all, even a small investment in TV commercials will yield a good result from
retailers.
Expenditures listed in the management reports under Marketing Efforts contain both advertising costs and the
cost for hiring agents.

Figure 3.19: Marketing Efforts
Product advertising has long term affects, beyond a single quarter. Thus, the consumers' decisions are not affected
only from advertising made in the current quarter. Therefore, proper advertising should be planned to span the
duration of the simulation quarters. The advertisement budget should be divided between the different media in a
calculated manner.
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An agent's salary is based upon a fixed wage and a sales bonus. The sales bonus is affected by this agent’s last
quarter sales. An agent's level of influence is affected by their level of effort and motivation. There is no way of
knowing directly what is an agent's level of effort but the overall effect of agents is measurable.

The decision variables in this screen are:




Amount of money invested in each type of media, in each area
The number of agents hired in each area
Agent's hiring terms (fixed cost and bonus)

The results displayed after simulation is the amount of sales and the number of visitors in each of the firm's stores.
As stated before, an agent's salary is composed of a fixed wage and a sales bonus. Therefore, when deciding upon
the number of agents to hire and their hiring terms, the final salary's influence on the agent's achievements
should also be taken into account. Agents are risk-averse and a contract that is composed only of sales bonuses
will not motivate them. On the other hand, a contract featuring only a fixed wage will not encourage them for any
extra effort. The firm's management should set the agents' hiring terms while taking into consideration these
factors.
Agents use an engineer’s salary scale as a reference point for their salary (bonuses
included)

Other information onscreen is the firm's market power rank. This rating is based on The Green State's General
Statistics Department. A quarterly survey is performed by the General Statistics Department. In this survey,
consumers are requested to rate the amount of influence all of the firms' advertising efforts have made on them.
This information is presented per a given area and product. The number inside the yellow frame represents this
products market power in a given area. A number close to zero means the firm has little or no effect on the
market while a value that is close to ten means the firm has a monopolistic type power (specifically for this
product in this area).

3.7.9. Dividends and Insurance
One of the main goals for the firm's management is achieving good share value. Keep in mind that the firm's share
value and the share value's trend are one of the key components for estimating a firm's value. Potential share
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buyers would like to know that after buying a share, its value will increase; otherwise they will not be able to
extract profits from this asset. The share price is affected by several factors, some of whichare; the firm's
profitability, stability of profitability, quality of products, firm's growth rate and the size of dividend given to
investors. Figure 3.20 presents the Dividend & Insurance window, with information regarding the firm's share
value.

Figure 3.20: Share Price, Dividend and Insurance

The only decision variable in this screen is the dividends rate to share holders in this quarter, in zz per share. These
payments will appear in the firm's management report and will be taken out of the firm's bank balance.
Other information related to the firm's share price that is available on this screen:






Accumulated dividend given
Current share value
Initial share value
Average earnings per share value
Investor’s estimation regarding ROI (Return on Investment) and Risk level
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The graph has two variables; the price value is marked using a red line beginning at the initial share value. The
blue line represents the EPS (Earnings per Share) value. The red line starts from the beginning of the first quarter
while the blue line only begins from the start of the second quarter. Thus, after the first quarter of the simulation
the blue line contains only one point. As the simulation continues, the horizontal and vertical axis of the graph will
align their values with the appropriate quarters, share values and EPS.
Insurance
Another issue the firm's management mus address is damage insurance. The firm must insure its production line
machinery and product inventory (central factory and shops). Insurance policies appear under article 2.22.

This screen allows the user to choose insurance agents (with different policies) and the quarterly premium. Rate of
coverage is set according to the chosen insurance agent and premium.
Expenditures regarding Insurance appear in the management reports. Insurance policies can be changed only in
the first quarter of a year (Q1 and Q5).
The insurance provided is against property damage. The probably of such an event is
less than one percent.
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3.7.10.

Trading Between Groups

Another important activity that the firm's management can conduct is trade between firms. Firms can trade
inventories of Products 1 and 2 or technological IP, assuming the firm has invested in R&D and reached an 'Own
and Sell' status. An explanation on the economical terms and laws for trading between groups is given in chapter
2. This chapter will discuss the technical procedure for performing in-simulation trading.

Figure 3.21: Trade Between Groups

Figure 3.21 screenshot displays the user interface for trading between groups. Each group can perform up to 10
trade contracts in a single quarter. Each contract is represented by a row in the contract table. In order to edit a
single contract, the user must select the contract line from the table tab then select the 'edit' button. After
selecting a window will appear as in figure 3.22.

This window allows the user to edit a selected deal using the following buttons:
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Field

Content

Sale/Buy
From/To

Offering party's proposed price point
The other group with which your firm is negotiating the
deal.
Goods to be traded. Can either be Product 1, 2 or IP
Number of units to be bought or sold. In case of IP, this field
will show the patent number.
Price for product (single unit, given in zz)

Goods
Quantity
Price

After editing, click the 'Ok' button in the described window.

Figure 3.22: Editing a Selected Deal

If an offer given to a firm is matched with an equivalent offer from the engaged firm, the deal would is approved
by both sides. In this case, the status line for this contract will show 'Deal'. If one or more of the contract fields are
different between the two firms (for example price), then the status line will show 'Negotiate'. If the engaged firm
is not will to trade with the offering firm, the contract will receive an 'Offer' status, and will be available to all.
In order to see all offers, press the 'Offers' button at the main window entitled Groups Trading.
On the right-hand side of the trading table appears a column entitled 'Supply'. This column shows the actual
amount of supply delivered in each trade. This data is available after the quarter has ended and is dependent on
the actual inventory available for the different firms during the teacher simulation.
Below the trading table appears the total quantities and price points of Products 1 and 2 traded in this quarter.
Changes made to the Quarter field on the top of the screen will update the entire window. If the displayed quarter
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is not the current one, or in a case that the game is waiting for a teacher simulation, all buttons will be locked and
the user can only view the firm’s past decisions.
Firms can cancel an 'approved' deal close to the end of the quarter with additional
costs. This, however, may affect the firm's credibility.

3.7.11.

Export

Another major field of economic activity is Export. A firm can export its goods to one of three major continents –
'America', 'Europe' and 'The Far East'. Every continent has its own currency, and the exchange rates to Zuz can be
found on the right side of the screen (in each quarter).

Figure 3.23: Export Window
Exporting a product takes three quarters, starting from marketing in the first quarter to sales performed in the
third quarter. The entire process is displayed in Chapter 2. This chapter will focus on the use of the Export window.
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The decision variables in this screen are:
Marketing Budget - Defines the marketing budget to be used (in zz) in the desired export area for a specific
product.
Price – Product's price in the target market, given in the local currency.
Commission – Commission in percentage points to be paid to the marketing agent in the target market. The
commission is paid for orders placed, not for the actual orders the firm has been able to fill.
Deliver – Amount of products to be supplied to the target market (based upon orders made in the previous
quarter).
The three first variables refer to marketing efforts for receiving new orders (orders will be placed at the end of the
current quarter). The last variable refers to delivering orders (that have been placed in the previous quarter).
After performing a simulation for the current quarter the following information will appear:
Orders – Orders that have been placed in this quarter as a result of marketing efforts.
Accept – Quantity of products that have been successfully shipped to the target market. Products will be sold in
the following quarter.
Cost – Cost of marketing efforts and hiring agents in the target market.
Payments – Payments for products that have been sold in the previous quarter, their orders have been placed two
quarters prior.

If the firm decides to buy currency insurance, payments for products will be made at the
currency rate given at the time of the order.
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3.7.12.

Innovations & Intellectual Property

Another important field of activity for the firm and its management is the development of innovations and the
creation of Intellectual Property. The importance and laws of innovations and IP is described in chapter 2.10. This
section discusses the functions available in the Innovations & Intellectual Property window.

Figure 3.24: Innovations & Intellectual Property Window
This window contains a table describing all possible areas of R&D. IP's are numbered from 1 to 14 (each IP is
unique, marked by its patent number). The third column from the left, 'Invest this Q', describes the amount of
money to be invested in this field of R&D in the current quarter. The Fourth column from the left displays the total
amount of money invested in R&D (including the current quarter). The fifth column from the left displays the
status of R&D in as a percentage. The progress of research depends on the amount of money invested on research
and the firm’s R&D efficiency. R&D efficiency is dependent on several factors, mainly the number of engineers in
the firm. The last column displays the state of IP in this field of research. This field can contain one of the following
values:
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State

Description

No IP
Own no Sale

The firm had no IP in this field of research
The firm owns this IP and can implement it inside the firm
but cannot sell it to other firms.
The firm bought a right to use this IP from another firm. It
can implement this technology but cannot sell it to other
firms.
The firm has exclusive rights in this field. The firm can use
this technology and / or sell it to other firms.

Use no Sale

Own and Sell

This window allows the performing of one of the following actions:
Change the investment value in a field of R&D – After clicking a R&D field in the table (using the pointer), press
'Edit'. An input box will pop up, asking for the new investment value in this field.

Figure 3.25: Change the investment Value in a Selected Field
The Simulator does not prevent users from performing an unwise investment. For
example, investing in a field in which another company already has an exclusive IP.

Displays a list of all IP rights – pressing the 'List IP' opens a window where the IP rights of all firms in The Green
State are displayed. IP's are displayed according to their type (Own and Sell, Use no Sale, Own no Sale, No IP)
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Figure 3.26: List of IPs in the Green State
Display R&D details – Pressing the 'details' button will open an in-simulator help window (opening up a separate
browser window and not interfering with the simulation) describing what benefits are given from investing in this
field of research.
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3.7.13.

Production Function Efficiency

In order to maximize production efficiency, the firm's management must receive information regarding the
efficiency of the different production lines, machines and technology. This information is available in the
Production View window under the simulator section of the program.

Figure 3.27: Production Function Efficiency View
The window presents the production function (according to the production line and technology chosen in the
upper fields of the window). The horizontal axis displays the number of allocated workers in the production line.
The vertical axis displays the number of product units in each shift. The graph has three type of points each
represented by a different color (Blue, Red and Yellow) in order to represent the different shifts of the day (first,
second and third shift, respectively). Each colored point is located on the graph according to the relative efficiency
of the appropriate shift. For example, in the above figure the red point shows that the second shift produces with
30 workers a quantity of products that is very close to the maximum theoretical amount. Using the selection fields
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above the graph, one can change the type of technology and the desired product and the graphic display will
change accordingly.

3.7.14.

Customers’ Preferences

Taking customer preferences into consideration is an important factor in the firm's ability to sell its products.
Customer preferences can be viewed by clicking the 'Preferences' button at the product/area analysis window as
displayed in figure 3.28.

Figure 3.28: Customer's Products Preferences
Customer preferences are displayed using the four major product properties (shelf life in blue, environmental
effects in green, specific gravity in red and effectiveness in yellow.) Each property is displays three columns. The
left column displays the customer’s preferences (according to the chosen area). The middle column displays the
theoretical level of this property of products coming off of the production line with the current technology. The
right column displays the property of products currently in stock. By clicking the 'Show Area Inventory Properties'
option box, the right column will show the properties of products in regional stores instead of the firm main
inventory.
The upper fields in this window allow the user to switch between products, areas and quarters. The user is able to
view past and present quarters. Customer preferences in future quarters cannot be foreseen this way however, if
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the firm's management is willing to order a forecast of future customer preferences it can to so as a part of the
marketing information reports that will be detailed in the next chapter.

4. Information Windows and Other Windows
4.1. Key Business Indicators
The Key Business Indicators window allows the user to receive a constant update on key variables indicating the
firm's status relative to those key variables. The Indicators are composed of a list of absolute values (appearing on
the left-hand side of the screen) and five 'Clocks' displaying the firm's location with regards to the market level in
five key fields.

Figure 4.1: Key Business Indicators
The variables presented on the left side of the screen are:


Operational profits and losses after the last simulation
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Bank Balance
Quantity if each product is sold
Relative product quality (of each product)
Total capital invested in the firm (both production lines)
Total number of workers
Total sales
Total costs
Share value

The indictors which appear as clocks are:
Indicator

Description

Profit per Share

The operational profit per share in zz, before tax and
dividends
Number of product units produced by each worker in a shift
The percentage of returned investment compared to the
initial capital invested
Sales per Worker in zz including foreign sales
The amount of capital needed in order to make one unit of
Product 1 and 2 combined

Production per Worker
Return on Investment
Sales per Worker
Capital per Product

Pay attention to the units of measure for each indicator. Also, notice that the last indicator displays a scale in
which lower values are better than higher ones. The minimum and maximum values for each scale are based upon
the best and worst results of firms in The Green State. Color selection is based upon 20 percent for each color,
meaning green represents the top 20 percent and red represents the lower 20 percent.

4.2. Market Status
The simulator allows the user to displays the market status. This display is based upon public information
appearing in the financial reports of each company, thus it is available to all users.
In order to present the market status, click the 'Market Status' option from the Students menu as displayed below.
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Figure 4.2: Selecting the Market Status Display
After selecting the market status option, the window in Figure 4.3 will appear, displaying the market status in each
of the past quarters. Changing the quarter number to be displayed will change the table variables to those of the
selected quarter.
By clicking the 'Refresh' button the table will be updated with the most recent data available on server. The button
is active only when the displayed quarter is the current quarter. A column for a participant who has not yet made
any changes will be displayed as a blank. Another important function onscreen is the ability to display current
updates on screen. In order to activate this function, select the 'Update On-Line every 1 min' check-box at the
bottom of the screen. After clicking this option, data will automatically update from the server every minute.

Figure 4.3: Student View of the Market Status
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The different variables on the report are:




















Data dates and times
Total net sales
Earnings before income tax
Total tax
Income after dividends
Bank balance
Accumulated profits
Stock price
Initial stock price
ROI (%)
Raw material Inventory
Product 1 inventory value
Product 2 inventory value
Capital value line 1
Capital value line 2
Total company assets
Total value of shares
Sales per employee
Profits per employee
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4.3. Firm Value and Firm Asset Value
One of the key components of the simulation is estimating the total asset value for a firm and comparing it to the
firm's market value. A firm's assets are composed of:






Cash
Plant equipment (machinery)
Raw materials available
Product inventory
Accounts receivable

All of these components are available in the balance sheets of the chosen quarter. This is the second report on the
report list.

Figure 4.4: Balance Sheet
On the left side of the balance sheet appears the sum total of all of the firm's assets. In order to know what is the
market value of the firm, multiply the share value (from the financial reports) and the number of company shares
(50,000 units). The difference between the total assets on the balance sheet and the market value is the return on
equity. Keep in mind that this value is based upon the market estimation of the firm's ability to continue producing
a constant revenue until the estimation date. A further explanation regarding share value can be found in section
2.20.
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4.4. Requesting Market Information
The simulator allows the user to request the production of market information reports. This can be done from
two locations; the market information screen or through the marketing information icon on the main screen.
After opening the market Information request window (as in Figure 4.5), specific reports can be ordered.

Figure 4.5: Marketing Information Request Form

Reports are ready to be viewed in the quarter following the one in which they were
ordered. The cost of producing reports appears in the revenue and expenditures
report in the in which quarter the reports were ordered.

The following pages contain explanations of the different reports that can be ordered.
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4.4.1.

Market Information

This report allows the user to view the market shares of each product by company in a 'Pie' chart. This report can
be viewed for a specific area and all products in this area or for a specific product. Moving the cursor over each
section of the pie will display the number of units sold by this firm. Data presented in this report refers to the
previous quarter.

Figure 4.6: Market Shares by Products, Aareas and a Combined View.
To order this report, select the ‘Market Shares’ option in the Market Information Request window.
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4.4.2.

Workers and Hourly Rates

The hourly rate and workers report contains information regarding how many workers of each type are hired at
each firm and what the hourly rates they paid. The report can be viewed separately for each type of worker. The
horizontal axis represents the number of employees while the vertical axis represents the hourly rate. Each firm is
represented using a different colored point according to the color coding at the bottom.

Figure 4.7: Workers and their Hourly Rates at Different Firms
To order this report, select the 'Hour Rates' option in the Market Information Request window.
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4.4.3.

Product Prices

The product pricing report contains a column graph displaying the price of a product according to the firms in a
specific area and in the previous quarter. The price displayed is the price for consumers not the price for retailers.
The horizontal axis displays the different firms.

Figure 4.8: Product Prices by Firms and Regions
To order this report, select 'All Companies Price Values' in the Market Information Request window.
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4.4.4.

Product Inventory

The Product Inventory report allows the user to track how many products are available in each company's
inventory. The report allows the user to see both the main firm’s inventory and regional inventories.

Figure 4.9: Product Inventories by Firm
To order this report, select 'Product Inventory' in the Market Information Request window.
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4.4.5.

Long Term Workers

This report displays a column graph allowing the user to see how many employees of each type are working in
each firm.

Figure 4.10: Number of Workers by Type in each Firm
To order this report, select 'HR by company' in the Market Information Request window.
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4.4.6.

Raw Material Inventory

This report displays the inventory of raw materials for each company at the end of the previous quarter.

Figure 4.11: Raw Materials Inventory in each Firm
To order this report, select 'Raw Materials Inventory' in the market information request window.
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4.4.7.

Production Line Capital Value

This report displays the capital value invested in each production line of Product 1 or 2. The capital value
presented is calculated using current machinery value, not their initial cost, and represents a measurement for
the firm's production capability.

Figure 4.12: Production Line Capital Value
To order this report, select 'Capital Invested' in the Market Information Request window.
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4.4.8.

Bank Balance

This report displays the different firms' bank balances.

Figure 4.13: Bank Balance
To order this report, select 'Bank Balance by Company' in the Market Information Request window.
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4.4.9.

Production Cost

This report displays the average production cost for a single product in each company.

Figure 4.14: Average Production Cost per Unit
To order this report, select 'Average Cost Production' in the Market Information Request window.
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4.4.10.

Product Quality

This report displays the improvement in product quality in each firm against their initial product quality. The
values on the vertical axis are measures of the product quality index. A value of zero indicates no quality
improvement in this product. A positive value indicates that an improvement in quality has been made. Please
note that the values displayed in this graph refer to the firm's optimal production capability, not to the actual
quality of products produced. The firm's production capability is affected by investment in R&D and the
attainment of IP Status gained through research or trade.

Figure 4.15: Product Quality Improvement since the beginning of the first quarter.
To order this report select 'Product Quality' in the Market Information Request window.
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4.4.11.

Sales Per Marketing Agent

This report presents the average number of sales in a region for a single agent. The values in the chart are
calculated by dividing the total sales by the number of agents. These values are a measurement of the agent’s
efficiency. Sales are composed of both consumers and retailers.

Figure 4.16: Average sales for agent in a given area.
To order this report, select 'Sales per Agent' in the Market Information Request window.
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4.4.12.

Marketing Budget in Area

This report displays the marketing budget for each firm in a given region.

Figure 4.17: Marketing Budget by Region
To order this report, select 'Marketing Budget' in the Market Information Request window.
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4.5. Advisor Window
The advisor window is used to receive online help for the user's decisions. The advisor works whenever the
simulator is on, analyzing the results of the users’ decisions and making a list of suggestions for the users. To view
the advisor window select the yellow 'Advisor' button from the upper button bar.

Figure 4.18: Advisor Window
This window contains the current list of suggestions. The title in the window lists the number of current
suggestions available.
Button

Function

Clear

Clears the selected suggestion from the advisor window.
This function does not erase the suggestions it hides them
so that the user can focus on other suggestions provided.
Refreshes the suggestion list from the server.

Refresh
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Go to
Details

Activates the relevant simulator window to the problem so
that the user can address it more readily
Opens an explanation regarding the selected suggestion on
in different browser page.
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4.6. Searching Past Decisions and Results
Every simulation made by the user is recorded in the domain server. A list of all simulations made (with date and
time) is available through the Students menu. It is also possible to track the changes made to a specific variable or
reload the changes made in a specific simulation.
In order to access the require window, select 'Simulation History' in the Students drop-down menu.

Figure 4.19: Accessing the Simulation History.
After selecting Simulation History in the Students drop down menu, a window will appear as in figure 4.20. Option
boxes at the bottom of the screen allow the user to select whether to view by decisions or results. After choosing
one of the options, a list will appear containing all simulations performed. The index key for the simulations is the
date and time.
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Figure 4.20: Simulations History Window
Choosing a simulation and selecting the 'Show' button will cause its decisions/results to appear in the table on the
right of the screen. If the simulation's decisions are viewed, the replace button will be active, enabling the user to
overwrite the current decisions with those stored in the selected simulation. After replacing the decision
variables, a simulation can be made with the restored data.
Note that other firms' decisions might have changed. Thus, performing a simulation
with restored decisions might cause different results.
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5. Producing Management Reports and Graphs
5.1. Producing Management Reports
The Decision Makers simulator provides the user with reports assisting the user in analyzing market conditions.
These reports refer to the firm alone, unlike the market information reports which compare different firms.
Reports can be produced only after performing the first simulation in a given quarter. Enter the reports window
by selecting the 'Reports' button in the upper navigation bar.

Figure 5.1: Producing Reports
There are two kinds of reports that can be produced, financial reports and detailed reports.
Financial reports that can be produced:





Incomes and losses for the quarter
Balance sheet
Changes in balance sheet
Financial ratios

Detailed reports that can be produced:
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Sales details (by region)
Raw materials cost details
Electricity cost details
Water cost details
Man power cost details
Transportation cost details
Marketing cost details
Credit/debit details
Bank Balance statement
Export report
Inventory changes report
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5.2. Producing Graphs
The Decisions Makers simulator allows the user to produce graphs from two sources:
 Graphs based on simulation of data within requested boundaries
 Graphs based on previous simulations

Figure 5.2: Producing Graphs
The graph production window can be reached by selecting the 'X->Y' button in the upper button bar.
The top field changes the data source for the graph, either a new simulation or previous simulations.
Simulation Based Graph
The boundaries for the independent variable are defined in these fields:
From – Defines the lowest value for the independent variable.
To – Defines the highest value for the independent variable.
Step – Defines the step size for the advanced independent variable while running the simulation.
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Iteration – Defines the number of simulations to be made for every value of the independent variable.
For example – choosing 0, 100, 10 and 3 for the four fields in that order and pressing 'Show', will cause the
simulation to perform three simulations for each value between 0 and 100 with increments of 10 (10, 20 etc.).
History Based Graphs
Past simulation results can also be viewed as a graph. In this case, independent variable boundaries will be set
according to simulation history, without the need for defining them.
Choice of Independent and Dependent Variables
An onscreen list allows the user to choose any one of the decision variables as an independent variable. This
choice is made in the 'X var' field. Choosing a variable will cause its description to appear in the lower field. In
addition, the user must pick one or two dependent variables. These can be any of the resulting variables
appearing in the quarterly results table. For example, the user can pick a graph of the engineers' hourly rate
according to how many engineers the firm has been able to hire.
Choice of Displayed Value Type
Financial graphs often include not only the end result (output) but also an average or marginal result. The average
result is achieved by dividing the independent variable by the dependent variable. In such a way, the average
hourly rate or average cost per unit can be displayed.
The marginal result can also be displayed. In this case, the results will be in ascending order and the marginal
result will be calculated by dividing the difference in the dependent variable by the difference in the independent
variable. Two independent variables can be displayed at the same time. This way, for example, using an
independent variable of quantity, both offer and demand curves can be viewed.
For viewing the graph, choose the data source, boundaries (if choosing simulation and not history) and select
'Show'. Use 'Clear' to erase the data or 'Refresh' to refresh the graph.
Using the Defined Graph List
The 'List' button opens a list of predefined often used graphs. Picking one of the graphs will load the choices
needed for its calculation. Selecting 'Show' will show the graph on the left.
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5.3. Exporting Data to Excel
Any window where a table or report is presented allows the user to export data to an HTML format readable by
MS-Excel. The format used is 'Tab delimited'. Export by selecting 'Txt' (or 'Print' at report windows).

Figure 5.3: Exporting Data to a Text File
After selecting 'Txt', data is exported to an HTML file that can be viewed, printed or read by MS-Excel. The next
figure displays how data is viewed under MS-Internet Explorer.

Figure 5.4: Data Exported to an HTML File
The file can then be printed from the file menu. The reason for this procedure is that printing from an online
application requires administrator approval.
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